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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

None of us
are truly safe
until all of us are.
In my message for the spring 2020 edition of The Provincial I wrote “By the
time you read this, we’ll all know more about COVID-19 than I do as I write
this. Maybe the pandemic will have passed and we’ll be coming together again
without concern. I sincerely hope so.”
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It feels like I wrote those words a lifetime ago. Not only has the pandemic not

Comp. 1

Dean Purdy

yet passed, as we near the end of 2020, it has touched and changed every facet

Comp. 3

Andrea Duncan
Pamela Pye

of our lives—from how we work and play, to how we socialize and learn, to how

Mahen Ramdharry

we take care of and connect with our families and friends.

Comp. 4

But as much as we’ve all had to bend for the pandemic this year, it hasn’t broken

Comp. 5

Kusam Doal

us. And it won’t. What COVID-19 has done is reveal what is broken in our society.

Comp. 6

Judy Fox-McGuire

Cina Opel

Precarious work that denies basic security to workers, wages that can’t support

Cynthia Egli

families, lack of benefits like sick leave and inadequate workplace safety protec-

Comp. 7

Cindy Battersby

tions that put lives at risk, the long legacy of mean-spirited anti-worker policies

Comp. 8

Scott De Long
Richard Consalvi

enacted by previous governments, the devastating impact of colonization and
systemic racism on Indigenous and racialized communities.
The list could go on but the simple fact is COVID-19 has done nothing more than
highlight what those of us in the labour and social justice movements have
always known—none of us are truly safe until all of us are.
It’s that knowledge the fuels our activism and as we move into 2021 that

Comp. 10 Rory Smith
Comp. 12 Maria Middlemiss
Matt Damario
Comp. 17

Dave MacDonald
Jennifer Keenan

Comp. 20 Rob Davis

knowledge will continue to drive our work to leverage the key lessons of this
pandemic to build a safer, more just and equitable society.
Those key lessons? Working people matter. Unions matter. Throughout the pandemic BCGEU activists, members and staff have proven that by supporting each
other and staying commited to empowering and expanding our membership and
living our shared values of equality, justice, fairness and solidarity.
We have continued to build our collective power in spite of the challenges of the
pandemic and as we move into 2021 I’m looking forward to using that power to
improve the lives of our members and all working people. I’m looking forward to
working with a labour-friendly majority government—for the first time in more
than a generation—to make bold, progressive change in our province. I’m looking
forward to our union’s convention where we will assemble, safely, and chart the
BCGEU’s course for the next three years. I’m looking forward to working with all
of you to continue building the power of our union and our movement.
In solidarity,

Stephanie Smith
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SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED
AMID PANDEMIC CHALLENGES
In a year unlike any other, B.C. students have
had a crash course in adapting to new challenges, and our union’s education and scholarship
committee found itself in the same boat. The
COVID-19 pandemic has upended learning from
K-12 to post-secondary education, with classes
cancelled and teaching moving online. The
committee improvised to consider the essay
submissions for our 2020 scholarships. Working
on Zoom and Google docs, committee members
read and assessed over 416 essays and decided
on 27 full-time and 6 part-time scholarship winners from around the province.
Each year, our union awards $60,000 in scholarships for post-secondary education to members and family. Successful applicants range
from high schoolers headed to universities and
colleges to mature students pursuing graduate
degrees.

Full-Time Winners
Lance Coloma (Judith Coloma, Mother, Local 404)
Paula Eraso (Liliana Camargo, Mother, Local 2004)
Kelsey Field (Bridget Field, Mother, Local 1703)
Danielle Goldschmidt (Jennifer Goldschmidt, Mother, Local 404)
Rochana Hall (Member, Local 601)
Samaya Harrison (Joy Harrison, Mother, Local 1201)
Tyler Horsman (Gary Horsman, Father, Local 2005)
Charlotte Hubert (Edwin Hubert, Father, Local 1201)
Bruna Hutchinson (Corina Laird, Mother, Local 1201)
Robert Kennedy (Annette Schonewille, Mother, Local 1205)
Irene Lee (Denise Ryu, Mother, Local 1703)
Caytlyn Luke (Judy Marchand, Grandmother, Local 307)
Daniela Parrotta (Maria Parrotta, Mother, Local 1203)

Applications are evaluated on a short essay and
this year, as the first COVID-19 shutdown hit
B.C. students submitted essays on one of three
topics:

Dylan Paul (Member, Local 1201)

• One job should be enough. How does precarious work impact workers and why is decent
work so important?

Joshua Regnier (Laura Regnier, Mother, Local 710)

• What are the impacts of work on the mental
health of workers and what can employers
and unions do to support workers’ mental
health?
• What does reconciliation between Indigenous
and settler peoples mean to you?
Executive vice-president Joanna Lord chairs
the committee. She says it’s always a pleasure
to review the essays, even though it’s a lot of
reading. “The applicants all put significant effort
and thoughtfulness into their responses. I always
learn so much from them.” Successful applicants
usually receive their awards from local activists
but this year we asked them to submit selfies
wearing, appropriately, a BCGEU mask.
As the year winds down, the committee plans to
meet again – by Zoom – to decide on the topics
for next year’s essays. Lord adds “I wouldn’t be
surprised if a COVID-19 theme ends up being on
that list!”

Kieran Phillips (Alana Phillips, Mother, Local 1201)
Nicki Ranger (Member, Local 602)

Jackson Rosch (Tammy Rosch, Mother, Local 305)
Shivani Sharma (Sukuntla Sharma, Mother, Local 403)
Elina Singh (Jason Singh, Husband, Local 1203)
Hannah Small (Member, Local 802)
Adam Snow (Joseph Lehman, Father, Local 312)
David Stamenova (Vesna Stamenova, Mother, Local 611)
Elena Sultanova (Member, Local 304)
Sansian Tan (Santaya Jimenez, Mother, Local 803)
Tanya Tewari (Member, Local 710)
Sophie Thacker (Member, Local 304)
Part-Time Winners
Bethanie Frank (Member, Local 605)
Warren Greeves (Member, Local 1201)
Siobhan Harvey (Member, Local 301)
Fira Pierce (Member, Local 612)
Stephanie Van Dyke (member, Local 603)
Sarah Walker (Member, Local 603)
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SENIORS' CARE

THE CRISIS IN
B.C. SENIORS’ CARE FACILITIES
HOW WE GOT HERE AND HOW WE CAN FIX IT

When COVID-19
hit B.C., workers
in seniors’ homes
found themselves
on the front lines
of a deadly battle
against the virus.
Many workers – especially those in facilities run by for-profit companies – were
left on the battlefield without proper
equipment.
“We’re only allowed one mask for the
whole day…We were taught in school that
those masks only work for approximately
fifteen minutes,” said a BCGEU member
who works in a for-profit care home.
Even when dealing with residents awaiting
COVID-19 test results, she wasn’t given
adequate protective equipment, “I’m going into the room with the person who is
in quarantine…then I’m walking out and
going into the next patient’s room with the
same mask.”
At another for-profit facility, management
locked the masks and other PPE away, until a shop steward spoke up, “I said what’s
going on? What if the virus is already here

4

and protection isn’t available? I was vocal
about it. If there’s not PPE, we have the
right to refuse [unsafe work].”

a high profit, somebody else is going to
suffer. Who suffers? It’s the seniors, and
the staff.”

Our union has fought for adequate PPE
and stronger safety protocols to protect
workers and seniors. We’ve made progress, but for-profit facilities have tried to
cut corners on safety at every turn.

That’s why our union has long called for
better working conditions in seniors’ care facilities and an end to for-profit seniors’ care.
In the recent B.C. election, we made headlines with a 13,500-strong petition and by
commissioning a poll showing overwhelming
public support for fair wages, penalties for
companies that underdeliver care hours, and
a phase-out of for-profit care.

It’s no wonder that the virus spread like
wildfire in for-profit seniors’ care facilities.
Over 70 per cent of Canada’s COVID-19
deaths are linked to residential care facilities, and an Ontario study found that
for-profit facilities had four times more
deaths than public facilities (similar data is
not available for B.C.).
The crisis in seniors’ care became frontpage news during the pandemic, but the
problems started almost 20 years ago. In
the early 2000s, the BC Liberal government cut funding to public and non-profit
seniors’ care facilities and started giving lucrative contracts to for-profit corporations.
In pursuit of profits, these seniors’ care corporations flipped contracts, slashed wages,
and cut corners on care standards.
A recent report from B.C.’s independent
seniors advocate found that for-profit
operators delivered 207,000 fewer hours
of care than they were funded by the government to provide, and paid wages $7 per
hour lower than the provincial standard.
BCGEU members feel the impacts firsthand. “When a company wants to make
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Both the B.C. NDP and the B.C. Greens
agreed to our policy demands during their
campaigns, and with John Horgan’s NDP
poised to form a majority government,
positive change is almost within reach.
But the big seniors’ care corporations and
their deep pockets will try to block any
reforms that threaten their profits. If we
want a system that puts seniors and workers before corporate profits, we’ll need to
fight for it.

JOIN THE
CAMPAIGN AT

SENIORSDESERVEBETTER.CA

C O V I D & C O M M U N I T Y H E A LT H

VOLUNTEERING FOR A VACCINE
Selflessness.
Altruistic.
Heart-centered,
logical activism.
These traits are common amongst
BCGEU members, and especially in one
particular member: Conor Barnes, a
27-year old library technician at Okanagan College who has volunteered to be
deliberately infected with the coronavirus to help develop a vaccine.
“I’m not a healthcare worker or a
researcher, so after considering the
potential risks and benefits, I decided
this is something I can do to contribute
to ending this pandemic.”
Conor has been a BCGEU member since
August 2019 when he began work in
Kelowna after moving from Ontario.
He admits that he’s never volunteered
or advocated in anyway like this before.
But the idea of human challenge trials
– a faster alternative to the typical vaccine development process – leapt out at
him “because the need is so great.”

Conor is one of 1,700 Canadians who
have volunteered for human challenge
trials through the international organization, 1Day Sooner. “The name
comes from the idea that if we could
end this one day sooner, so many people wouldn’t have to die.”
And he hasn’t signed up for this without thought. It’s clear he’s done his
research.
“COVID-19 is so bad – it’s hard to
overstate. Right now, there are
about 5,000 people dying per day of
COVID-19. However, the risk of death
from COVID-19 to a healthy, 20-something like me is 1:3,000 to 1:10,000.
That’s comparable to giving birth
or donating a kidney. And I’d be in a
controlled facility, being watched all
the time and getting the best care. I
work remotely, I don’t live right in the
city, I don’t have children – I’m able
to avoid many typical challenges. I’d
rather take on risks voluntarily, with
informed consent, so others don’t
have to.”
Despite his willingness to be infected
with the virus, the chance of it happening to Conor is unlikely since plans
for human challenge trials haven’t yet

been announced in Canada. However,
on October 22, Conor and his fellow
volunteers successfully had a petition
presented in the House of Commons
calling upon the Canadian government to publicly do so.
So, he remains hopeful and ready for
the process. And his family and friends
are supportive, even appreciative, of
his decision. But he does anticipate
life getting more complicated and
difficult if he does get called upon.
“If I do get called, we’re thinking it’ll
look like months of isolation and
monitoring and, eventually, I return to
everyday life. The risk of death isn’t
much of a fear for me. What I am worried about are the long-term effects
of COVID-19 because that’s where we
have less knowledge. No one’s had it
for even a year yet. So, there’s stuff
we don’t know.”
While Conor waits for that potential
phone call, he’ll continue on with
his life – working, writing poetry,
learning to program, and enjoying
the outdoors. But he remains willing
and ready to help bring an end to this
pandemic.
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C A P I TA L S T E WA R D S H I P

Smart Strategy
Smart Money
BCGEU'S SHAREHOLDER PROGRAM UPDATE

2020 Key Shareholder Program Victories:
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Will give
shareholders an
advisory vote on
executive compensation annually.

•
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Will study the pay
gap of executives
and workers
to help inform
executive pay
policy.

I

Will become the
first big Canadian
bank to study
environmental
impact of lending
activities.

GREAT WEST
LIFE

G

Will reduce its food
waste and water
usage by 50% by
2025.

CN RAIL

N

Divested from and agreed
to restrict all investment
and financing with the U.S.
private prison industry and
will produce a human rights
position informed by the
UN Guiding Principles on
Business and Human Rights
by October 31, 2020.

BANK OF
MONTREAL
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RBC

IN

2019/20 was BCGEU’s most successful shareholder season to date. We delivered hard-hitting proposals, completed strong negotiations,
achieved strong policy commitments from

We emerged as one of the most active organizations doing shareholder engagement in Canada, and filed the most environmental, social
and governance (ESG) shareholder proposals
filed last season. We earned strong votes on
the proposals that went to a vote and earned
over a dozen unique press hits including media
stories. Along the way, we contacted hundreds
of investors and proxy advisory professionals
with trillions of dollars under management,
built new relationships with investors, legal
professionals, academics and activists around
the world, negotiated and secured significant
policy commitments including:

N
G • WIN

With the 2019/20 shareholder season now
behind us and a new one already begun, we
wanted to update you on what we’ve been up to
with this exciting program.

companies and earned a reputation as a credible, savvy, and strategic institutional investor
to watch.

IN

Mobilizing the union’s general and defense
fund investments, we’re walking the talk of our
responsible investment policy while fighting for
working people. We have filed impactful and
game-changing shareholder proposals at some
of Canada’s largest and most influential companies and we’ve pushed those companies to take
action on human and worker rights, climate
protection, executive pay, and more.

N

Over the past three
years, our union has
built one of Canada’s
leading responsible
investment programs,
and one of the only
labour-led programs
of this kind in the
country.

INNING

•

C A P I TA L S T E WA R D S H I P

Our 2020 Proposals

GREAT WEST LIFE

ROYAL BANK OF CANADA

We asked Great-West Life (GWL) to give
shareholders a vote on executive compensation packages. This means companies can’t
just pay themselves whatever they want to.

We asked RBC to conduct a human rights report about the risks of doing business with
operators that operate the vast majority of
private prisons.
Outcome: Our negotiation pushed RBC to
confirm it no longer does business with the
private prison industry and to publish a human rights position informed by the United
Nations Guiding Principles on Business and
Human Rights by October 31, 2020. RBC will
the first bank in Canada to do this.
BANK OF MONTREAL
We want BMO to understand how its banking
activities are contributing to climate change
and to adopt targets for reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions associated with
its underwriting and lending activities.
Outcome: Our negotiations pushed BMO to
agree to start monitoring the leading global
organizations and initiatives on financed
emissions, and BMO committed to providing
BCGEU updates on its progress. This is a
great first step from the bank.
CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAY
Issue: Executive Pay Ratio
We asked the company to review its executive compensation policies and study the
wage gap between executives and employees.
Outcome: We forced CN to begin conducting
analysis to understand the disparity between executive and worker wages as part
of its process for deciding executive compensation, starting in 2021. This is a major
shift for the company, and we hope it will
help workers in the future.
LOBLAW COMPANIES
Issue: Human Rights
Loblaw earned poor scores from external
organizations on how it was responding to
human rights risks, so we asked it to imbed
responsibility for human rights within the
responsibilities of the company’s board.
Outcome: We earned a respectable vote
and will keep pushing the company – one of
Canada’s largest – on this issue in the future.

Issue: Executive Compensation

Outcome: Thanks to our negotiations, GWL
agreed to hold a vote on executive compensation not just at GWL, but at all Power
Corporations companies, starting in 2021.

What is
Shareholder
Engagement?
RESEARCH

THOMSON REUTERS
Issue: Human Rights
We asked Thomson Reuters (TRI) to investigate human rights abuses enabled by its
extensive contracts with the agencies at the
heart of the Trump administration’s immigrant detention and deportation agenda.
Outcome: Our extensive investor outreach
pushed some of TRI’s largest investors to
pack our proposal - and 30% of independent
shareholders backed our proposal, which is a
big deal. We also pushed some of the largest
investors and analysts to raise the issue directly with Thomson Reuters and make it an
ongoing focus. We plan to refile this proposal
next year and earn an even stronger vote.

Looking Ahead

We deeply research the companies
we’re invested in identifying risks,
and democratically decide which
companies to engage with.

FILE
A shareholder proposal is a request
a shareholder (like us) makes of
a company to change policy or
behaviour or monitor a risk a policy
may prevent. We file these proposals
to protect the investment by
protecting workers, human rights or
the environment.

NEGOTIATE

We’re already hard at work for our 2021
shareholder season to make this our biggest
shareholder season yet. Already, we’re very
focused on how companies responded to and
protected workers during COVID-19 among
other critical issues.
Earlier this year our union’s provincial executive voted to begin purchasing shares in a
select group of companies where our members
work. This includes Great Canadian Gaming,
IDEXX Laboratories, Sienna Seniors Living and
Chartwell Retirement Living. Being a shareholder gives us power beyond the union bargaining table, and means we truly are members
in fighting for you. We are starting to make
plans for these companies that centre you and
the issues you’re facing at work, look out for
emails from us in the near future.
As we continue this trailblazing work, we want
you to know that members are central to all
work of the union so one of the primary goals
for 2021 is to give you, BCGEU members, ways
to participate either virtually or in-person in
this work. If you have questions or comments,
please email investor@bcgeu.ca

We negotiate with the companies to
enact our proposal. Sometimes the
company agrees and we withdraw
our proposal, or, if we can’t reach
agreement, it goes to a vote at the
annual general meeting.

OUTREACH
Before the AGM, we make sure that
investors know about our proposal
and why they should support it.

VOTE
At the AGM, each investor gets to
cast their vote for or against our
proposal. If the proposal receives
strong support – even if the proposal
doesn’t pass -- the company may be
pushed to take action.
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C O V I D & C O M M U N I T Y H E A LT H

EDUCATION IN A PANDEMIC
THE RESILIENCY AND CHALLENGES OF POST-SECONDARY WORKERS

I love my classroom—it’s
my home away from home.
And there is something
that occurs when you are
instructing face-to-face
that you can’t get
instructing online!
That’s the general sentiment of Julie-Claire,
an instructor of Selkirk College’s Plant Operator program in Nelson. She’s a certified
electrician, loves her job training workers for
entry-level trades positions, and cares deeply
about her students.
She’s also one of thousands of BCGEU instructors and support staff across B.C. who,
due to the COVID-19 pandemic, had to rapidly
transition post-secondary education from
in-person to online. Despite their resiliency
and commitment to delivering quality learning experiences, these post-secondary workers – and their students – continue to face
great challenges.

and students were grateful for the connection that daily Zoom lessons offered. But now
they see that accessing online learning is
challenging (slow Internet connection, cost of
technology) and it hasn’t quite replicated the
sense of community cultivated by in-person
instruction. As a result, some students are
pausing their enrollment.
In Terrace, Haley Thickett, the administrative coordinator for workforce training and
contract services at Coast Mountain College,
and the current bargaining chair and fellow
parent, spent much of the COVID-19 shutdown
in spring and summer transitioning curriculum to the college’s “hybrid” delivery model,
amidst $1.5 million budget cuts that have
resulted in layoffs and higher workloads for
those who remain. She notes that for staff so
accustomed to in-person instruction morale
is low and advocates for members to keep in
touch with each other. “It’s so important to
acknowledge people’s feelings.”

For Tanya, fatigue is a real issue. “We’re trying
to encourage breaks and stretches during our
online lessons, but everyone is mentally and
physically challenged being on the computer
all day.”
Despite these ongoing challenges, all three
members are quick to express gratitude and
positivity. Like Haley, who is now back working
on campus by request: “We’re lucky the college
was able to spend money on upgrading our IT
infrastructure, to support online learning and
staff working from home.”
For Tanya, she credits her colleagues’ ability to
think outside-the-box. “Our faculty has worked
hard creating safety plans and, as of [late
October], we resumed our community work
experiences with modifications.”
And for Julie-Claire, who must continue instructing online this fall, she’ll be able to do
some in-person instruction, too – something
she is rightly very excited about.

For Julie-Claire, working from home meant no
longer having access to the hands-on props
used to help students learn equipment operation and instead teaching live over Zoom
– a time- and energy-intensive effort that,
when added to homeschooling her kids and
managing the day-to-day responsibilities of
family life, left little for her own well-being.
“I’ve accepted lower standards to fit ‘me’ time
into my life.”
Similarly, Tanya Assaf, an instructor of adult
special education at Vancouver Island University in Nanaimo, worked with colleagues
to develop – in just two weeks – an interim,
online version of their community-based
work experience program. At first, faculty
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Julie-Claire, instructor of Selkirk College’s Plant Operator program

BC BUDGET

BC BUDGET PRIORITIES FOR 2021
GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC SERVICES MATTER, NOW MORE THAN EVER

If there’s one thing the
COVID-19 pandemic
has shown us, it’s that
government matters.
Because of government, B.C. went into the
pandemic in a strong fiscal and economic position. Because of government, B.C. had already
embarked on progressive policy change in critical areas like seniors› care, child care, poverty
reduction, and workers’ rights before the pandemic hit. Because of government, B.C. had
a solid foundation from which to launch the
public health response that has left our province with fewer infections, hospitalizations
and deaths than many other jurisdictions.
As we work together to reopen our communities and restart our economy without
rebooting the virus, government will matter
more than ever. British Columbians can and
must have a strong, effective system of
public programs and services, as well as a
diverse and prosperous economy.
These insights were at the centre of the
BCGEU’s submission to the government
committee that will be setting priorities for
the next provincial budget. In June 2020,
BCGEU President Stephanie Smith presented the union’s recommendations to the
Select Standing Committee on Finance and
Government Services via video conference,
alongside a detailed written report. The
BCGEU’s submission reflects the feedback of
your senior elected leadership regarding the
priorities and challenges of members across
B.C., backed by detailed research from our
Research & Interactive Services (RIS) staff.
The full written submission can be downloaded at https://bit.ly/3kYlADb
Our submission for the next B.C. provincial
budget recommends significant investments
in seniors’ care; affordable public housing;

The union’s recommendations are based on three principles:

1. PROTECTING OUR MOST VULNERABLE
Early in the pandemic, Dr. Bonnie Henry said, "We're all facing the same
storm, but we aren't in the same boat." The truth is, none of us will be truly
safe until all of us are safe. Government must protect those who have been
disproportionately impacted by the pandemic.

2. BUILDING WHAT WE NEED
Moving forward will mean fundamentally re-imagining government's role as
an employer and an investor in post-pandemic economy and society.

3. MAINTAINING WHAT WE HAVE
Before the pandemic hit, key and critical public programs and services were
suffering from years of chronic under-funding. Those challenges remain and
addressing them is more urgent than ever. Government should shore up existing
public services and programs by boosting employment in key, targeted areas.

universal public child care; climate action,
green infrastructure and renewable energy
development; and public jobs, programs and
services.
The union was pleased to see some of the
priorities from our submission reflected in the
BC NDP’s election platform in October. A few
BC NDP campaign pledges that are in line with
our submission include:
• New investments in child care, including
continued expansion of $10 per day spaces,
spending on new facilities, and investments
in training, hiring and retention.
• Reinvestment and increased public sector
control in long term seniors’ care.
• A pandemic recovery plan that invests
an additional $3 billion per year for new

schools, hospitals, child care spaces, roads
and transit, and more.
• Expanding provincial parks with new
campgrounds, trails, protected areas and
increased funding.
• Expanding and enhancing energy efficiency
retrofit programs for commercial and residential buildings.
Confronting the current public health emergency and rebuilding the provincial economy
will require a level of public sector leadership,
investment and innovation not seen for decades. We look forward to working with the
new majority government to ensure that key
investments in public services and economic
recovery identified in the BCGEU’s budget
submission are part of the next B.C. budget.
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COV I D A N D WO M E N

COVID &
WOMEN
THE CALL FOR AN INTERSECTIONAL
FEMINIST RECOVERY

“There will be no economic recovery from this pandemic without addressing the needs of those most impacted by it.”
This is the overarching message from the BCGEU members who gathered
in June for a special meeting of our Women’s Committee to hear the personal and professional impacts of COVID-19 on their lives.
Caroline Kent, a childcare worker whose agency stayed open for children
of essential workers, noted the work-life impacts of major cleaning protocols, a lack of substitute teachers and sick days, and the impossibility of
physically distancing small children. “We must build on the BC NDP government’s initial message that childcare workers are essential. And we must
keep universal childcare on the political agenda at election time.”
Teen Boschma, a community health worker. Teen reported a lack of personal protective equipment (PPE), preparedness training, and hazard pay
or sick pay at her workplace on top of immense stress, fear and doubled
workload. Despite our society relying on health care workers, government
failed to prepare for a pandemic of this magnitude. “Many people who I
work with are single parents and racialized women. English is their second
language. They are vulnerable. They are undervalued. COVID-19 has shone
a light on a pre-existing crisis in this health care profession.”
Valda Kargbo, a language instructor for newcomers to Canada, shared the
challenges of maintaining her workload from home with inadequate supplies and childcare demands. “We must address barriers preventing women
from entering or staying in the workforce. Flexible work arrangements,
provision of technology, expanded sick pay for family support and expanded definition of domestic violence issues are all needed. And we all must
advocate for ourselves in the workplace by speaking up for what we need.”
Another member who works with newcomers, Shabina Jahan Chaudary,
noted the importance of childcare and elder care for herself and others
in the “sandwich” generation – those caring for aging parents and their
own children. “Pay equity, affordable housing and public transportation are
essential to ensuring women and racialized women are able to participate
in the workplace, during a pandemic and always.”
Unfortunately, these experiences are in-line with the latest employment
research findings. According to the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives,
women (and especially racialized women) have lost the most jobs during
the pandemic, low-wage workers have been hit hardest, and single-parent
families are most vulnerable to income loss.
Why have women been hit hardest? On top of the increased isolation,
stress and mental health challenges from this pandemic, women tend to be
frontline workers in precarious roles – cashiers, caregivers, cleaners – and
do the majority of unpaid domestic care.
Furthermore, COVID-19 has disproportionately affected the health, economic and social well-being of women, racialized women, trans, non-binary
and gender non-conforming people because of the pre-existing inequalities
in wages and vulnerabilities to domestic violence.
In short, the pandemic has put decades of hard-won gender equality progress at risk and illuminated continued racial inequities.
As we strive to build a better society on the other end of the COVID-19
pandemic, our union’s Women’s Committee is calling for a recovery that
invests in our social infrastructure – childcare, health care, community
social services. Unlike traditional economic recovery programs that focus
on infrastructure spending, such an intersectional-feminist recovery would
address the actual emergency in this pandemic: our collective health –
physically, mentally, socially and financially.
These goals are truly the backbone of our economy and will ensure that
our society is more resilient and better able to adapt to future challenges.
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CHILD CARE

NO RECOVERY WITHOUT CHILD CARE
In March 2020, as
the COVID-19 global
pandemic upended
economies, almost
every working life
was redefined.
Home and work life collided, making child
care a top of mind issue for every British Columbian parent. Suddenly, the work of early
child care educators was all the more essential
and a quality child care system was highlighted
as a crucial piece of social infrastructure.
While job losses have hit every major sector
and industry, women have been particularly
hard hit. In March as the pandemic forced a
shutdown of many workplaces, Statistics Canada reported that women lost their jobs at twice
the rate as men. As the economy rebounds, it is

women who are trailing behind as the burden
of care falls more squarely on their shoulders.
If British Columbians want an economic and
social recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic,
child care is key.
In the 2020 provincial election, the urgency of
getting more people back to work turned up
the heat on all parties and, for the first time,
all three major parties made child care a major
part of their platforms.
Premier John Horgan and the BC NDP party
have formed a majority government. That’s
good news for families, children, child care
professionals, and the many advocates who
have been working together for generations to
build a universal, affordable, quality child care
system that works for everyone.
During the last three years our provincial
government has taken some important steps
toward building more child care spaces, increasing wages for workers and testing a $10/
day program through the Child Care BC strategy that was introduced in 2018. But we still
have a lot of work ahead.

“The quality, affordable care children and
families deserve depends on the fairly compensated early childhood educators” says Angela
Chiasso, an early childhood educator (ECE) at
UBC Daycare – Sade. “We can build a better
future for everyone by building a better child
care system. That begins with prioritizing early
childhood educators with fair wages, professional development and supports so that they
can deliver the quality programs that children
and families deserve.”
Early childhood educators are the heart of a
quality, affordable, accessible child care system. It’s imperative that the new government
gets to work to address issues of recruitment,
retention and training so that the next generation of educators can grow into their careers
and be compensated and treated like professionals.
Child care is essential to our economy and
provides women with a path out of poverty.
Supporting early childhood educators and
valuing their skills and expertise is critical
in building a quality, affordable child care
system for all.
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Conceptual rendering, for illustrative purposes only.

LOWER MAINLAND OFFICE
BUILDING PROJECT
By Paul Finch, BCGEU Treasurer

The 2019 Financial
statements (see facing page)
show the healthy state of our
union’s finances, dramatically
increasing the total value of
our assets through superior
investment performance.
As we head toward the completion of the 2020
year, our emphasis has been on the new Lower
Mainland office project. To understand the importance of this building, we need to put its development in to context.
For over a decade, our union has made the decision to own, rather than rent, the majority of our
office buildings. This has been an advantageous
for the union, allowing us to build and retain equity in land, saving rent over time. There is a simple
formula: if we own instead of renting, more dues
are freed up over time to service members.
The financial logic behind owning our own buildings is part of a broader strategy we embarked
on six years ago: improving the performance
of the investments in our defence and general
funds, dramatically increasing our staffing to
provide better service to members, and increasing the funds spent on stewards, education and
occupational health and safety. The less dues
money is spent on rent, the more can go toward
these priorities.
The results of that strategy speak for themselves. Today we own all but two of our area
offices (Castlegar and Lower Mainland), our superior investment strategy has yielded returns
on average above 11% for the past six years,
and the defence fund has grown on investment
income alone since the end of 2016, despite
spending over 7.5 million on strike pay in 2018.
We’ve accomplished this while emphasizing
ethical investing, and hiring our first capital
stewardship officer. This has allowed us to make
outsized shareholder interventions, including
prompting RBC to divest its global equities
holdings from the private prison industry.
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More importantly, as we grew the union through
new hires and successful organizing efforts, our
headquarters staff increased by a modest 14%
over six years (including advocacy staff who handle grievances in their final stages), while during
the same period our front line servicing staff
increased by over 37%. This includes the creation
of an Occupational Health and Safety department,
which is assigned regionally across the province.
With expansion in membership and staff comes the
need for new office space. The challenges of owning
space in the lower mainland are well known, and
ones we have outlined in the Affordable BC report
we co-authored with fellow housing activists in
CUPE Local 1767. The price of land is high, especially
around desirable locations like rapid transit stations.
Our area offices are not simply places to house
staff for their workday. These are thriving environments that are built first and foremost for the
membership, providing critical meeting space
for locals, bargaining, training, education and a
host of other activities. In the evenings, they are
often community centres, attracting diverse and
important gatherings such as language classes
for immigrant workers.
The Lower Mainland office is our most critical,
and services over 25,000 of the union’s members. It’s also woefully undersized (approximately
14,000sf), and the rent costs approximately half
a million a year in dues revenue from our operational budget. Frankly put, the cost of operating
the office is high, and under current conditions
we need at least double the space.
In envisioning how to own a suitable space for
our membership and staff, it became obvious that
this was an opportunity to implement some of
the economies theories we had pioneered in our
Affordable BC report. We sought out and received
the approval of the Provincial Executive to purchase 58,000sf of land in Burnaby at the Royal
Oak skytrain station, as an investment from the
defence fund (which today stands well over $90
million, above the $1,000 per member threshold
set by our 2014 convention).
Our Affordable BC report exposed the reality of rezoning being used to dramatically transfer wealth
from the public to the private sector. In proposing
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to purchase land to build a new area office, we
envisioned using the rezoning process to instead
do the opposite, converting the increase in land
value from upzoning to fund affordable housing
and childcare. Instead of financing the project ourselves, the defence fund would be used to seed the
initial investment in land, while the construction
financing would be obtained externally, including
from government housing funds. By ensuring the
office space being built was less than 30% of the
overall building density, we could piggyback the
construction of the office on top of a broader
project, creating an income stream from the affordable rental units in perpetuity.
We have formally applied to the City of Burnaby
for rezoning. If granted, it would allow for the
construction of approximately 50,000sf of office
space, on top of dedicated conference-room
meeting space and almost 300 units of housing,
at least 50% of which will be below-market affordable rentals. As the process proceeds, we will
be asking our members to support the rezoning
and public consultation process.
There are multiple key values to this building
project. We are able to make a secure investment with a portion of the defence fund and
realize significant overall returns over time.
When the building is complete, we can move
away from renting to owning our largest office,
which is in a more desirable location, significantly larger and designed for the needs of
our membership. Importantly, we can prove
the thesis of our Affordable BC campaign, and
demonstrate a new and viable path for building affordable housing in the province: using
rezoning to benefit working people.
We can all be proud of this project, but more proud
of what it means for the capacity of our union to
expand and grow, enhancing our financial security and contributing to the overall welfare not
just of our members, but of all working people.
It cannot be said enough that the strength and
stability of our union is not in our financial assets,
but in the investments we make in the training,
education and democratic structures of our
union. Even in the midst of a global pandemic, the
strength of the labour movement, including our
union, has always been our membership.

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT
TO THE MEMBERS OF B.C. GOVERNMENT AND SERVICE EMPLOYEES' UNION
Opinion

We have audited the consolidated financial statements of B.C. Government and Service Employees' Union
(the "Union"), which comprise:

the consolidated balance sheet as at December 31, 2019;

the consolidated statement of revenues and expenses for the year then ended;

the consolidated statement of changes in fund balances for the year then ended;

the consolidated statement of cash flows for the year then ended; and

the notes to the consolidated financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting
policies.
In our opinion, the accompanying consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects,
the consolidated financial position of the Union as at December 31, 2019, and its consolidated results of
operations and its consolidated cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with Canadian accounting
standards for not-for-profit organizations.

Basis for Opinion

We conducted our audit in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards. Our
responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditors' Responsibilities for the Audit of
the Consolidated Financial Statements section of our report. We are independent of the Union in
accordance with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of the consolidated financial
statements in Canada, and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these
requirements. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide
a basis for our opinion.

Responsibilities of Management and Those Charged with Governance for the Consolidated
Financial Statements

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated financial
statements in accordance with Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations, and for such
internal control as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated financial
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the consolidated financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the Union's
ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using
the going concern basis of accounting unless management either intends to liquidate the Union or to cease
operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do so.
Those charged with governance are responsible for overseeing the Union's financial reporting process.
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Auditors' Responsibilities for the Audit of the Consolidated Financial Statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements as
a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditors' report
that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that
an audit conducted in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards will always detect
a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered
material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic
decisions of users taken on the basis of these consolidated financial statements. As part of an audit in
accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards, we exercise professional judgment and
maintain professional skepticism throughout the audit. We also:


Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements,
whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and
obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of
not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error,
as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of
internal control.



Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the Union's internal control.



Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates and related disclosures made by management.



Conclude on the appropriateness of management's use of the going concern basis of accounting and,
based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or
conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Union's ability to continue as a going concern. If we
conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditors' report to
the related disclosures in the consolidated financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate,
to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our
auditors' report. However, future events or conditions may cause the Union to cease to continue as a
going concern.



Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the consolidated financial statements,
including the disclosures, and whether the consolidated financial statements represent the underlying
transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.



Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the entities or
business activities within the Union to express an opinion on the consolidated financial statements.
We are responsible for the direction, supervision and performance of the Union’s audit. We remain
solely responsible for our audit opinion.

We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope
and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control
that we identify during our audit.

Chartered Professional Accountants
Vancouver, British Columba
May 13, 2020
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B.C. Government and Service Employees’ Union
Consolidated balance sheet
As at December 31

Consolidated
2019

Consolidated
2018

$

$

Cash

8,185,370

1,708,515

Accounts receivable

6,641,863

6,916,775

Assets
Current assets

Prepaid expenses
Marketable securities (Note 3)
Deposits (Note 4 and 23)
Investment (Note 5)
Investment property (Note 6)
Amounts held in trust (Note 7)
Equipment under capital lease (Note 8)
Property and equipment (Notes 9 and 19)

820,737

775,243

98,427,338

80,366,961

332,668

-

114,407,976

89,767,494

15,250

15,250

10,206,729

10,487,557

2,636,020

2,891,337

663,814

870,920

35,815,805

37,273,169

163,745,594

141,305,727

6,095,721

4,656,454

Liabilities
Current liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities (Note 10)
CH EDMP funding held in trust (Note 11)

204,000

-

Due to components (Note 12)

371,099

271,869

Current portion of capital lease obligations (Note 13)

329,942

290,493

7,000,762

5,218,816

373,165

611,594

Amounts held in trust (Note 7)

2,636,020

2,891,337

Supplemental leave benefits liability (Note 14)

5,452,942

5,950,630

15,462,889

14,672,377

35,776,512

37,242,002

500,000

4,019,948

Fightback and campaign reserve

5,835,721

2,827,136

Area office, land and building reserve

6,046,877

1,016,832

Bargaining reserve

3,408,585

400,000

Contingency reserve

3,382,811

2,800,000

Convention reserve

1,400,000

700,000

Capital lease obligations (Note 13)

Fund balances
Invested in property and equipment
Unrestricted
Internally restricted (Note 15)

Restricted – Defence Fund

91,932,199

77,627,432

148,282,705

126,633,350

163,745,594

141,305,727

Commitments (Note 16); Contingencies (Note 17); Subsequent events (Note 23)

Approved on behalf of the Provincial Executive
________________________________
President
See notes to consolidated financial statements.

________________________________
Treasurer
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B.C. Government and Service Employees’ Union
Consolidated statement of revenues and expenses
Year ended December 31
Operations
(General Fund
and Solidarity
Holdings Ltd.)

Restricted
Defence
Fund

Consolidated
2019

Consolidated
2018

$

$

$

$

67,382,027

-

67,382,027

63,200,192

Revenues
Members’ dues
Less:
Allocations to components, 6.50%
of dues revenue

(4,379,832)

-

(4,379,832)

(4,108,013)

63,002,195

-

63,002,195

59,092,179

3,090,497

14,610,131

17,700,628

117,038

Rent, net (Schedule)

542,155

-

542,155

525,444

Affiliation remittances and other

139,631

-

139,631

123,409

Investment income, net

-

-

-

31,682

66,774,478

14,610,131

81,384,609

59,889,752

35,854,420

-

35,854,420

32,991,885

9,455,099

280,855

9,735,954

9,181,564

Affiliation fees

2,439,060

-

2,439,060

2,492,202

Education
Campaigns, strategic partnerships,
communications and donations
(Schedule)

1,805,659

-

1,805,659

1,767,081

1,502,532

-

1,502,532

1,980,886

Travel and relocation

1,390,867

-

1,390,867

1,353,371

Bargaining

1,337,836

-

1,337,836

2,659,277

Hearings, arbitration and legal

1,214,164

-

1,214,164

913,502

Provincial executive and committees
Other member services (Note 18
and Schedule)

1,179,563

-

1,179,563

904,622

Gain on donation of property
Expenses
Salaries and employee benefits
(Note 14)
Building and administration
(Schedule)

1,037,832

-

1,037,832

935,159

Conventions and conferences

685,738

-

685,738

568,697

Automobile

623,103

-

623,103

619,661

Professional fees

302,841

-

302,841

218,938

Joint committee meetings
Supplemental leave benefits
(Note 14)

286,559

-

286,559

284,936

217,965

-

217,965

229,275

-

24,509

24,509

7,526,666

59,333,238

305,364

59,638,602

64,627,722

7,441,240

14,304,767

21,746,007

(4,737,970)

Strike expenses
Excess (Deficiency) of revenues
over expenses

See notes to consolidated financial statements.
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B.C. Government and Service Employees’ Union
Consolidated statement of changes in fund balances
Year ended December 31
Invested in
property
and
equipment

Operations (General Fund and
Solidarity Holdings Ltd.)

$
Fund balances,
beginning of year
Excess (deficiency) of
revenues over
expenses
Actuarial (loss) gain
(Note 14)
Amortization of property
and equipment
Purchase of property
and equipment
Principal repayments,
capital lease
obligations
Interfund transfers
(Note 15)
2019 Operating
budget
2019 Unrestricted
fund balance
Fund balances, end of
year

Unrestricted
$

Internally
restricted
$

Restricted
Defence
Fund
$

Consolidated

2019

Consolidated
2018

$

$

(Note 15)
37,242,002

4,019,948

7,743,968

77,627,432

126,633,350

131,286,321

-

7,441,240

-

14,304,767

21,746,007

(4,737,970)

-

-

(96,652)

84,999

-

(96,652)

(3,004,000)

3,004,000

-

-

-

-

1,227,250

(1,227,250)

-

-

-

-

311,260

(311,260)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(2,721,460)

2,721,460

-

-

-

-

(9,608,566)

9,608,566

-

-

-

20,073,994

91,932,199

148,282,705

35,776,512

See notes to consolidated financial statements.

500,000

126,633,350
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B.C. Government and Service Employees’ Union
Consolidated statement of cash flows
Year ended December 31

Consolidated
2019

Consolidated
2018

$

$

Operating activities
Excess (deficiency) of revenues over expenses

21,746,007

(4,737,970)

Items not involving the outlay of funds
3,284,828

3,065,495

217,965

229,275

Donation of property

-

112,000

Gain on donation of property

-

(31,682)

Amortization
Supplemental leave benefits expense (Note 14)

Unrealized loss (gain) on investments

(16,817,658)
8,431,142

2,569,893
1,207,011

Net changes in operating working capital
Accounts receivable
Prepaid expenses
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
CH EDMP funding held in trust (Note 11)
Due to components
Supplemental leave benefits paid

274,912

(763,322)

(45,494)

(201,540)

1,439,267

501,449

204,000

-

99,230
(812,305)
9,590,752

308,376
(1,141,177)
(89,203)

Investing activities
Deposits paid on purchase of land and building (Note 4)
Proceeds on sale (purchase) of marketable securities
Purchase of land and building
Purchase of property and equipment

(332,668)

-

(1,242,719)

12,878,570

-

(10,631,571)

(1,227,250)

(5,368,567)

(2,802,637)

(3,121,568)

(311,260)

(290,780)

Financing activity
Principal repayments, capital lease obligations
Net cash inflow (outflow)

6,476,855

(3,501,551)

Cash position, beginning of year

1,708,515

5,210,066

Cash position, end of year

8,185,370

1,708,515

112,280

419,233

53,706

56,887

Supplemental cash flow information
Purchase of equipment by capital lease
Interest paid on capital lease obligations

See notes to consolidated financial statements.
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B.C. Government and Service Employees’ Union
Notes to the consolidated financial statements
Year ended December 31, 2019
1.

Nature of organization
The B.C. Government and Service Employees’ Union (the “Union”) is a democratic union
providing services to its members who work for the government of the Province of British
Columbia, or its boards, agencies, commissions and Crown corporations, or in the broader public
and private sectors. B.C. government workers formed a precursor organization in 1919. The
Union was founded in 1942 and gained full bargaining rights under the Labour Relations Code
of British Columbia in 1974. As a labour organization, the Union is exempt from income taxes
under section 149(1)(k) of the Income Tax Act.

2.

Significant accounting policies
These consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with Canadian
accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations (“ASNPO”) and reflect the following
significant accounting policies.
(a)

Principles of consolidation
These consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the General and Defence
Funds of the Union and the Union’s wholly owned companies, Solidarity Holdings Ltd.,
Workers’ Capital (LMAO) Holding Corp., Workers Capital (Norland) Holding Corp.,
Workers’ Capital (Terrace) Holding Corp., and Solidarity’s subsidiary, Northern Workers
United Holding Corp. All transactions and balances between the Union, Solidarity
Holdings Ltd. and the subsidiaries have been eliminated.
These consolidated financial statements do not include the assets, liabilities, revenues
and expenses of the components and locals.

(b)

Fund accounting
The Union prepares its consolidated financial statements using the concept of fund
accounting. A description of each fund is as follows:
The Operations Fund reports the Union’s unrestricted resources, the balances and
transactions of the Union’s General Fund, Solidarity Holdings Ltd., Workers’ Capital
(LMAO) Holding Corp., Workers Capital (Norland) Holding Corp., Workers’ Capital
(Terrace) Holding Corp., and Northern Workers United Holding Corp., and the following
internally restricted reserves:
•
•
•
•
•

Fightback and campaign reserve;
Area office, land and building reserve – for the purchase of area office land and
buildings;
Bargaining reserve – for renegotiating sectoral collective agreements;
Contingency reserve – for contingencies; and
Convention reserve – for triennial constitutional conventions, next one
postponed from 2020 to 2021 as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic (Note
23(a)).

The Defence Fund reports restricted resources to be used in the event of job action and
holds investments for future appreciation.
(c)

Investment
The investment where the Union exerts significant influence is accounted for using the
cost method.
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B.C. Government and Service Employees’ Union
Notes to the consolidated financial statements
Year ended December 31, 2019
2.

Significant accounting policies (continued)
(d)

Investment property
The investment property is recorded at cost less accumulated amortization using the
declining balance basis at 5% per annum for the building.

(e)

Property and equipment
Property and equipment are recorded at cost less accumulated amortization.
Amortization is calculated at the following annual rates:
Buildings
Furniture and equipment
Computer equipment
Parking lot and road
Vehicle

Declining-balance basis
Straight-line basis
Straight-line basis
Declining-balance basis
Declining-balance basis

5%
7 years
3 years
4%
30%

Equipment under capital lease is amortized on the straight-line basis over a term of
three to five years, based on the terms of the lease.
Leasehold improvements are amortized on the straight-line basis over the initial term
of the lease (five years) and one renewal period (five years).
(f)

Impairment of long-lived assets
The Union reviews property and equipment for impairment whenever events or changes
in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount of an asset may not be recoverable
as compared to the sum of expected undiscounted future cash flows resulting from its
use and eventual disposition.
The Union records an impairment loss in the period when it is determined that the
carrying amount of the asset exceeds the undiscounted estimate of future cash flows
from the asset. Any impairment loss is measured as the difference between the carrying
amount and estimated fair value of the asset.

(g)

Revenue recognition
Members’ dues are recognized in the period to which they relate and are treated as
unrestricted revenue.
The Union follows the deferral method and restricted contributions are recognized as
revenue in the same year in which the related expenses are recognized. Unrestricted
contributions are recognized as revenue when received or receivable if the amount to
be received can be reasonably estimated and collection is reasonably assured.
Rent, interest and investment income is recognized in the period earned. Realized gains
and losses on the sale of investments are included in the determination of investment
income.
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B.C. Government and Service Employees’ Union
Notes to the consolidated financial statements
Year ended December 31, 2019
2.

Significant accounting policies (continued)
(h)

Supplemental leave benefits
The Union provides supplemental leave benefits under a defined benefit plan and
accrues its liability under the plan. The plan is unfunded and actuarial valuations are
prepared for accounting purposes. Actuarial gains and losses arising from changes in
actuarial assumptions are recognized in the consolidated statement of changes in fund
balances in the period incurred. The last actuarial valuation prepared by the actuary was
at December 31, 2017. Actuarial valuations are performed every three years with an
accounting update annually.

(i)

Multi-employer pension plan
The Union accounts for its participation in the Public Service Pension Plan, a
multiemployer contributory defined benefit plan, as if it was a defined contribution plan.
This is due to the fact that the Plan records accrued liabilities and accrued assets for the
Plan in aggregate with the result that there is no consistent and reliable basis for
allocating the obligation, assets and cost to the individual employers participating in the
Plan.

(j)

Income taxes
As a not-for-profit organization, the Union is not subject to income taxes under section
149(1)(k) of the Income Tax Act. However, its wholly owned company follows the taxes
payable method of accounting for income taxes. Under this method, current income
taxes are recognized as incurred and payable in the current year.

(k)

Measurement uncertainty
The preparation of consolidated financial statements in conformity with ASNPO requires
management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of
assets and liabilities, disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the
consolidated financial statements, and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses
during the reported period. Areas requiring the use of estimates include the
recoverability of accounts receivable, the estimated useful lives of property and
equipment, net recoverable amount of property and equipment, valuation of
investments, accrued liabilities and supplemental leave benefits liability. The Union
believes the estimates are reasonable; however, actual results could differ from those
estimates and could impact future results of operations and cash flows.
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Notes to the consolidated financial statements
Year ended December 31, 2019
2.

Significant accounting policies (continued)
(l)

Financial instruments
The Union initially measures its financial assets and liabilities at fair value, except for
certain non-arm’s length transactions. The Union subsequently measures all its financial
assets and liabilities at amortized cost, except for any investment in equity instruments
and fixed income investments that are quoted in an active market, which are measured
at fair value. Changes in fair value are recognized in the consolidated statement of
revenues and expenses.
Financial assets measured at amortized cost are tested for impairment when there are
indicators of impairment. The amount of the write-down is recognized in the statement
of changes in net assets available for benefits. In the event a previously recognized
impairment loss should be reversed, the amount of the reversal is recognized in the
statement of changes in net assets available for benefits provided it is not greater than
the original amount prior to write-down.
For any financial instrument that is measured at amortized cost, the instrument's cost
is adjusted by the transaction costs that are directly attributable to their origination.
These transaction costs are amortized into the consolidated statement of changes in
revenue and expenses on a straight-line method over the term of the instrument. All
other transaction costs are recognized in the consolidated statement of changes in
revenue and expenses in the period incurred.

3.

Marketable securities
The Union’s investments are comprised of equity and debt securities and are carried at their fair
value based on the quoted market prices of the securities at December 31, 2019. The
composition of marketable securities, classified as current assets, is as follows:

Fair
value
$

2019
Cost
$

Fair
value

2018
Cost

$

$

777,574

778,361

587,766

589,059

Fixed income funds

17,528,479

16,907,725

13,519,722

13,812,886

Equity funds
Foreign currency hedge
(Note 19(e))

79,421,026

39,955,609

66,844,528

41,997,612

700,259

-

98,427,338

57,641,695

80,366,961

Short-term investments

(585,055)

56,399,557

Represented by
General Fund

16,573,745

9,527,646

11,051,655

6,478,795

Defence Fund

81,853,593

48,114,049

69,315,306

49,920,762

98,427,338

57,641,695

80,366,961

56,399,557

For the year ended December 31, 2019, the total realized gain on the sale of marketable
securities was $511,813 (2018 – $2,367,988).
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B.C. Government and Service Employees’ Union
Notes to the consolidated financial statements
Year ended December 31, 2019
4.

5.

Deposits
(a)

In 2019, the Union entered into a contract to purchase land and a building in Burnaby,
British Columbia, for $4,800,000 plus taxes which completed on January 13, 2020. As
at December 31, 2019, a total of $255,000 in deposits were paid and included in
Deposits in the consolidated balance sheet. Also included in deposits are other
acquisition related costs.

(b)

Subsequent to the year-end, the Union completed the purchase of four additional
properties, land and buildings in Burnaby, British Columbia, for $15,810,000 plus taxes.

Investment
The investment noted below does not have a quoted market price in an active market and is
recorded at cost.
2019

2018

$

$

Investment with Significant Influence
West Kootenay Labour Centre Holding Society (37.5%)

6.

15,250

15,250

Investment property
2019
$

2018
$

Investment Property – Defence Fund
Norland Avenue Property Cost
Norland Avenue Property Accumulated Amortization

10,631,571

10,631,571

(424,842)

(144,014)

10,206,729

10,487,557
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7.

Amounts held in trust

Health Science Professionals Professional
Development Funds
For professional development of members
covered by the Health Sciences Professionals
collective agreement.
Deferred Salary Leave Plan
To afford employees the opportunity of taking a
one-year leave of absence with partial pay by
deferring salary for four years and taking leave
in the fifth year.
Joint Community Social Services Retraining Fund
For retraining and providing professional
development support for laid-off employees.
Vancouver Talmud Torah Association Trust
To subsidize BCGEU union dues payable by and
for the benefit of the instructors at the
Vancouver Talmud Torah Association.
Joint Community Health Retraining Fund
For retraining members of the labour
organizations consisting of the Community
Bargaining Association, of which the Union is a
member.

2019

2018

$

$

103,491

330,577

260,358

154,877

30,510

73,786

191,272

203,381

2,050,389

2,128,716

2,636,020

2,891,337

Assets held in trust are liquid assets held with Canadian financial institution.
8.

Equipment under capital lease

Equipment under capital lease

Cost

Accumulated
amortization

2019
Net book
value

2018
Net book
value

$

$

$

$

1,418,878

755,064

663,814

870,920
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B.C. Government and Service Employees’ Union
Notes to the consolidated financial statements
Year ended December 31, 2019
9.

Property and equipment

Land

Cost

Accumulated
amortization

2019
Net book
value

2018
Net book
value

$

$

$

$

9,047,188

-

9,047,188

9,047,188

32,831,804

12,242,107

20,589,697

21,673,366

Furniture and equipment

8,793,120

7,352,165

1,440,955

1,920,911

Computer equipment

3,239,812

2,558,510

681,302

784,194

Buildings

Parking lot and road

412,906

99,145

313,761

310,092

Vehicle

167,657

133,441

34,216

48,880

10,195,968

6,487,282

3,708,686

3,488,538

64,688,455

28,872,650

35,815,805

37,273,169

Leasehold improvements

No impairment losses have been identified by the Union for the years ended December 31, 2019
and 2018.
10.

Government remittances
Included in accounts payable and accrued liabilities are government remittances payable of
$137,417 (2018 – $22,868).

11.

Community Health Enhanced Disability Management Program (CH EDMP) funding
held in trust
The Union administers the Community Health Enhanced Disability Management Program (CH
EDMP) on behalf of the Community Bargaining Association and the employers of community
health members covered under the Health Services and Support Community Subsector collective
agreement. Jointly developed, and administered by the Union, the purpose of the program is to
facilitate an employee-centred, proactive, appropriate and customized disability management
program for members with occupational and non-occupational illness or injury.
CH EDMP is fully funded by the employers through the Heath Employers Association of British
Columbia (HEABC). Program expenditures for 2019 and 2018 are documented in the following
table.

Expenditures
Membership advocate activities
Salaries and benefits
Building and administration
Office and equipment expenses
Staff travel and auto

Consolidated
2019

Consolidated
2018

$

$

815,338
391,506
18,952
17,646
15,234

406,005
371,691
15,450
23,875
16,904

1,258,676

833,925

Total remaining funding received from HEABC for CH EDMP amounts to $204,000 (2018 - $nil)
recorded as funding held in trust and is held as cash as at year-end.
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12.

Due from (to) components

Dues allocations payable
Advances to cover expenses, non-interestbearing

13.

2019

2018

$

$

(624,101)

(991,193)

253,002

719,324

(371,099)

(271,869)

Capital lease obligations
Future minimum lease payments on capital lease obligations are as follows:
$
2020

366,683

2021

246,898

2022

127,895

2023

24,548

Total minimum lease payments
Imputed interest at 5.7%

766,024
62,917
703,107

Current obligation

329,942

Long-term obligation

373,165

Interest of $53,706 (2018 - $56,887) on account of capital leases was recognized during the
year and is included in office expense (Schedule). The Union’s capital lease obligations have
maturity dates ranging from January 2020 to June 2023.
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14.

Supplemental leave benefits liability
The Union is committed to provide certain supplemental leave benefits under a defined benefit
plan. The benefits are based on length of service and final earnings.
An actuarial report prepared in May 2018 provided the Union with a valuation of the total benefits
liability at December 31, 2017 and a projection of the current service costs for 2018 and total
benefits obligation as at December 31, 2018.
In February 2019, the actuaries revised their projection of the December 31, 2018 obligation to
reflect a discount rate of 3.50%, as compared to the rate of 3.10% used in their earlier report.
The resulting actuarial gain of $84,999 in 2018 was recognized as a separate component within
the consolidated statement of changes in fund balances.
In March 2020, the actuaries further revised their projection of the December 31, 2019
obligation to reflect a discount rate of 3.00%, as compared to the rate of 3.50% used in their
earlier report. The resulting actuarial loss of $96,652 is recognized as a separate component
within the consolidated statement of changes in fund balances.
The Plan is unfunded as no assets have been allocated to the plan. As a result, the Plan’s
obligation of $5,452,942 (2018 - $5,950,630) is also the plan’s deficit.
The valuation and projection were based on the following assumptions regarding discount rates
and employees’ compensation levels during their active period of employment:
2019

2018

%

%

Discount rate

3.00

3.50

Rate of compensation and benefits increase

1.40

1.40

2019
$

2018
$

Supplemental leave benefits expense consists
of the following:
Current service cost
Interest cost on accrued benefit obligation
Supplemental leave benefits expense

34,979

35,811

182,986

193,464

217,965

229,275

Total benefits paid in the year were $812,305 (2018 - $1,141,177).
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15.

Internally restricted fund balances

Fund balance,
beginning of
year
Purchase of
property and
equipment
Operating
expenditures

Fightback
and
campaign
reserve

Area office,
land and
building
reserve

$

2019

2018

Contingency
reserve
$

Convention
reserve

Total

Total

$

Bargaining
reserve
$

$

$

$

2,827,136

1,016,832

400,000

2,800,000

700,000

7,743,968

7,937,058

-

-

-

-

-

-

(4,989,096)

-

-

-

-

-

-

(800,000)

Transfers:
2019 operating
budget
2019 unrestricted
fund balance

-

2,021,460

-

-

700,000

2,721,460

2,596,006

3,008,585

3,008,585

3,008,585

582,811

-

9,608,566

3,000,000

Fund balance,
end of year

5,835,721

6,046,877

3,408,585

3,382,811

1,400,000

20,073,994

7,743,968

In 2019, the Provincial Executive approved transferring all but $500,000 of what would
otherwise be the Union’s unrestricted fund balance as of December 31, 2019 to make the
contingency reserve equal to 5% of 2020 budgeted members’ dues revenue and to evenly split
the remaining amount between the bargaining reserve, the fightback and campaign reserve,
and the area office land and building reserve.
16.

Commitments
The Union is committed to operating lease payments for premises and office equipment over
the next five years and thereafter as follows:
$
2020

522,722

2021

458,007

2022

457,982

2023

472,854

2024 and thereafter

347,515
2,259,080

The leases have maturity dates up to January 2025.
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17.

Multi-employer pension plan and contingencies
Employees of the Union are members of the Public Service Pension Plan (“PSPP”), a
multi-employer contributory defined benefit plan. The regular employer contribution for 2019
was $2,543,034 (2018 - $2,415,635) and is included in salaries and employee benefits expense.
Every three years an actuarial valuation is performed to assess the financial position of the Plan
and the adequacy of plan funding. The most recent actuarial valuation for the Plan at March 31,
2017 indicated a surplus of approximately $1.895 billion. The actuary does not attribute portions
of the surplus to individual employers. The plan covers approximately 57,000 active employees,
of which approximately 280 are employees of the Union.
The Union has identified that it has PSPP contribution arrears for certain temporary staff and
that it may have PSPP contribution arrears for certain other temporary staff. The Union has
notified the PSPP and is compiling earnings data for both groups of temporary staff to submit to
the PSPP so that it can determine contribution arrears. Until the earnings data is compiled and
the PSPP makes its determination it is not possible to estimate the amount of the arrears
payable.

18.

BCGEU Diane L. Wood International Solidarity and Humanity Fund
The Union committed $241,869 (2018 - $237,525) to its BCGEU Diane L. Wood International
Solidarity and Humanity Fund for international solidarity and development projects. As at
December 31, 2019, $53,133 (2018 - $50,864) of committed funds have yet to be spent.

19.

Credit facility
The Union has an available credit facility up to a maximum of $8,500,000 with interest per
annum charged at prime rate of 3.95% (2018 – 3.95%). When drawn, security for this facility
is provided by way of a charge over certain of the Union’s land and buildings, with a carrying
value of $6,516,899 (2018 - $6,775,429). As at December 31, 2019, the amount outstanding
was $nil (2018 - $nil).

20.

Financial instruments

(a)

Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Union will encounter difficulty in meeting obligations
associated with financial liabilities.
The Union is exposed to liquidity risk with respect to its accounts payable and
supplemental leave benefits liability. The Union’s cash on hand and cash flow from
operations provides a substantial portion of the Union’s cash requirements. Additional
cash requirements can be met with the sale of marketable securities, or use of the
available credit facility, if required.
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20.

Financial instruments (continued)

(b)

Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk that one party to a financial instrument will cause a financial loss
for the other party by failing to discharge an obligation.
The Union’s exposure to credit risk with respect to accounts receivable is minimal since
over 97% of the accounts receivable as at December 31, 2019 (2018 - 89%) are
receivable from well-established employers for members’ dues deducted from members’
wages. Members’ dues are received from employers on a regular basis.

(c)

The Union’s exposure to credit risk with respect to its cash and marketable securities is
minimized since these items are held at well-capitalized Canadian financial institutions.
In addition, the government of the Province of British Columbia, with its Financial
Institutions Act, has, through the Credit Union Deposit Insurance Corporation,
guaranteed the full value of the Union’s cash, all of which is held at credit unions in
British Columbia.
Interest rate risk
Interest rate risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial
instrument will fluctuate due to changes in market interest rates. Interest rate risk arises
from the possibility that changes in interest rates will affect the value of fixed income
securities held by the Union and accrued supplemental leave payable. The value of fixed
income securities will generally rise when interest rates fall and decrease when market
rates rise.

(d)

Other price risk
Other price risk arises as a result of trading in equity securities and fixed income
securities. Fluctuations in the market expose the Union to a risk of loss. The Union
mitigates this risk through controls to monitor and limit concentration levels.

(e)

Foreign currency risk
As of December 31, 2019, 33% (2018 – 32%) of the marketable securities are invested
in U.S. equities with an additional 12% (2018 – 16%) invested in other non-Canadian
equities. Foreign currency risk arises due to changes in foreign currency exchange rates
on the Union’s foreign securities. Effective January 20, 2017, the Union implemented a
hedging strategy to reduce its exposure to foreign currency gains and losses with respect
to its holdings of U.S. equities.
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21.

Income taxes
The Union’s wholly owned company has non-capital losses of $9,510,358 that may be applied
to reduce taxable income in future years. The potential income tax benefit of these losses has
not been recorded in these consolidated financial statements. The non-capital losses expire as
follows:
$
2031

292,825

2032

842,626

2033

703,239

2034

842,337

2035

1,220,883

2036

1,182,708

2037

1,159,202

2038

1,455,985

2039

1,810,553
9,510,358

22.

Comparative figures
The financial statements have been reclassified, where applicable, to conform to the
presentation used in the current year.

23.

Subsequent events
(a)

Since December 31, 2019, the outbreak of the novel strain of coronavirus, specifically
identified as “COVID-19”, has resulted in governments worldwide enacting emergency
measures to combat the spread of the virus. These measures, which include the
implementation of travel bans, self-imposed quarantine periods and physical distancing,
have caused material disruption to business globally resulting in an economic slowdown.
Global equity markets have experienced significant volatility and weakness. The
duration and impact of the COVID-19 outbreak is unknown at this time, as is the efficacy
of the government and central bank interventions. It is not possible to reliably estimate
the length and severity of these developments and the impact on the financial results
and condition of the Union in future periods.

(b)

The Union plans to create a not-for-profit entity which would develop the properties
referred to in Note 4 into office space for the Union and affordable housing. On April 14,
2020, the union entered into a $1,620,000 contract with an architectural firm to design
the buildings for this development.
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Schedule
General Fund
$

Solidarity
Holdings Ltd.
$

Consolidated
2019
$

Consolidated
2018
$

Rent

814,279

87,850

902,129

784,400

Expenses
Repairs and maintenance

147,379

-

147,379

96,286

Utilities
Property taxes

76,596
69,756

-

76,596
69,756

71,270
61,927

Leasing Commissions
Management fees

26,421
39,822

-

26,421
39,822

29,473

359,974
454,305

87,850

359,974
542,155

258,956
525,444

Rent, net

Consolidated
2019

Consolidated
2018

$

$

Building

2,062,510

1,877,082

Office (Note 13)

Building and administration
1,534,109

1,576,705

Information technology

994,201

729,151

Telephone and utilities

924,242

909,338

Rent

617,121

677,249

Postage
Amortization of property and equipment
Amortization of property and equipment under capital lease

318,943

346,544

2,684,614

2,615,519

319,387

305,962

280,827

144,014

9,735,954

9,181,564

Campaigns, strategic partnerships, communications and donations
Campaigns, strategic partnerships and charitable donations
1,193,294
Internal and external communications
309,238

1,529,628
451,258

1,502,532

1,980,886

Membership activities
Activist recognition events

109,994
278,281

106,582
253,511

BCGEU Diane L. Wood International Solidarity and Humanity
Fund (Note 18)
Workplace leadership

239,600
150,390

244,210
144,377

Cross component committees
Scholarships and welfare

117,489
106,056

94,215
105,625

Union observers
Hospitality workers’ health and welfare benefits plan (recovery)

54,154
(18,132)

47,755
(61,116)

Amortization of investment property

Other member services

1,037,832

See notes to consolidated financial statements.

935,159
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OHS

OHS EDUCATION PROGRAM
In any other year, the BCGEU’s occupational health
and safety (OHS) education program would be
running full tilt in the union’s offices around the
province, bringing members together to learn
about improving health and safety at work. Dozens
of trained member-facilitators would deliver more
than 250 courses to well over 2,000 workplace
OHS representatives.
But this isn’t any other year. Large gatherings
were banned just as BCGEU members were facing
the challenge of COVID-19 at work. The critical importance of high-quality health and safety training
had never been more evident.
In just a few months, our union’s OHS department,
component leaders and member-facilitators
knuckled down to work together and adapted to
the new reality of living in a global pandemic, shifting delivery of our OHS education program online.
By June, a number of short-form online learning
sessions were developed to provide basic OHS information to both our non-government and direct
government workplace OHS reps. They jumped on
the opportunity with more 250 OHS reps accessing the training in July and August.

This fall, the OHS expanded online offerings
with a launch of the virtual version of our basic
committee course for non-government members. Delivered in two half-day sessions via
Zoom, the course meets the legislated requirement for 8 hours of training for new committee
members.
Courses continue to expand. Virtual versions of
our workplace mental health courses are now
available, and OHS staff will be adding online
versions of other core courses in the new year,
including incident investigation and workplace
violence prevention.
Some in-person training for government members was restarted in September, using large
venues, small classes and stringent COVID-19
precautions. At the same time, planning is underway to return to in-person training in BCGEU
offices once conditions allow. Our union will be
ready to restart courses with strong COVID-19
protocols in place.
Moving online so quickly has been a huge
challenge for our union and our OHS educators dearly miss leading courses in person and

connecting face-to-face, but the need for education at this crucial time greatly outweighs the
drawbacks. We have worked to use online tools
effectively, created new learning material, and
revamped existing courses to reflect best practices in online education.
But there are opportunities too. We have seen
clearly that short sessions delivered online are
accessible to members that previously couldn’t
attend our courses because of work or family
commitments, or the need to travel long distances. On Zoom, members from every corner of the
province are able to connect, share experiences,
and learn together at the same time.
We look forward to returning to our regular
in-person OHS education. But we’ve also embraced this new approach to delivering courses.
Going forward, our virtual training offerings will
continue to expand and improve.
Help spread the word about BCGEU OHS education! You’ll find information about BCGEU OHS
courses, and links to register at ohs.bcgeu.ca (or
https://ohs.bcgeu.ca/courses).

P R OV I N C I A L E L EC T I O N

2020 PROVINCIAL ELECTION
Anyone who was around in 2001 or looks at
what’s going on in Alberta understands the
damage that can be done to workers by an unfriendly government. Our power comes from our
solidarity, not just at work, but just as importantly by being proactive at the ballot box. Simply
put, elections matter.
So, when the provincial election was called in
September, much of B.C. was caught by surprise,
but our union’s political action committee hit the
ground running thanks to a snap election plan they
drafted in the spring just in case such a situation
arose. The plan focused on reaching out to BCGEU
members to talk about what mattered to them and
ensuring they had the information they needed to
make an informed choice at the ballot box.
Following the 2019 federal election, member
volunteers highlighted technical training on campaign tools as a must for any political action work.
Committee members delivered with coaching
and workshops on software like Callhub (phone
banking) and Hustle (peer-to-peer texting). “These
tools allow us to provide all members with what

they need to practice our democratic right to vote.
Efficiently too,” says Joanna Lord, a BCGEU Executive vice-president and co-chair of the committee.

committee. “When after the first night we needed
to add a third tier of ridings, I was shocked – something was actually going well in 2020.”

Despite difficulties posed by the pandemic,
within days of the election call, members were
trained up and meeting via Zoom to work together virtually. Over the first two evenings BCGEU members like Paz Mazaredo – a community
health worker – texted almost 10,000 of their
fellow members in targeted ridings.

Following the text messaging stage, dozens of
members, all connected via Zoom, took to the
phones.

“I hadn’t used Hustle before,” Paz said. “I was
surprised at how much fun it was and how quickly
I could support fellow members with their questions, like where to vote or what to do with their
mail in ballot. I texted with over 3000 of my fellow
members and had some great conversations.”
That outreach was so successful that by the second evening we needed to expand our contact
list to include more ridings. “When we picked our
target ridings, I didn’t believe we could get through
them all,” said James Coccola, a BCGEU executive
vice-president and co-chair of the political action

“It was a great experience to connect with my fellow activists on Zoom, talking with other members
across the province. Every hour or so we’d all come
off mute to reflect and connect on questions or
concerns. It felt very supportive,” recalled Shakti
Duggal, a childcare provider from Burnaby.
The 2020 provincial election ended with a
historic BC NDP majority government so we’re
not likely to see another provincial election for
four years, but our political action committee is
already looking toward a possible snap election
on the federal level and making plans to ensure
members have the information they need to
cast their votes. Interested in joining in? Email
PoliticalAction@bcgeu.ca to get involved.
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MEMBER STORIES

MASK UP!

Member stories about
working during the pandemic
Faith Prodahl, Terrace, Component 8
Community health worker, with Northern Health Authority
for three years.
In what ways has COVID-19 impacted your work routine?
Lack of staff is creating fatigue issues and having to wear a mask all the
time doesn’t help. Very uncomfortable, especially in the heat and going
home exhausted.
What have been some of the challenges you’ve faced in your job as a
result of COVID-19?
Lack of proper PPE equipment is locked up and very few employees
have access to it. Also, stress levels of clients and co-workers due to
uncertainty of COVID-19.
In what ways has COVID-19 impacted your outside-of-work life?
Having to maintain social distancing and staying in my bubble as per public
health officer. Cancelled plan and visiting virtually. Spent time gardening,
set up a backyard pool and took up kayaking. Picking up lots of overtime
and extra shifts, so I’m making some good money for a rainy-day fund.
What positive has come into your life during this period of time?
To be honest nothing positive has come out of COVID-19 except saving
money.
What do you look forward to doing most once we’re clear of COVID-19?
Travelling outside of Canada.

Paz Mazaredo, New Wesminster, Component 08
Community Health Worker, with Saint Elizabeth Health Services
for eight years.
In what ways has COVID-19 impacted your work routine?
It slows me down, now that I have more health concerns to deal with, not
just for myself but also for other people, like screening every single client
and their family, properly donning and then doffing my PPEs as needed.
What have been some of the challenges you've faced in your job as a
result of COVID-19?
Some clients and family don't want to wear masks, and often distancing
is impossible when helping the clients. The lack of air circulations in the
client’s home is a challenge, especially this time of the year. It also seems
like there are more people to deal with now that some family members
are working at home.
In what ways has COVID-19 impacted your outside-of-work life?
It slows me down too, every where I go, I have to wait in the long line up.
Also a few times already, I was told to go back to China because I brought
the virus here.
What positive has come into your life during this period of time?
It has definitely improved my hygiene practice more. I have more time
to connect with family and friends as most of them are at home, and I
don't have to wait for a certain time to hook up with them by phone.
What do you look forward to doing most once we’re clear of COVID-19?
I can’t wait to hug all my loved ones.
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Dawn Dreher, Prince George, Component 12
Fish and wildlife permit administrator, with Ministry of Forests Lands
Natural Resource Operations & Rural Development for 10 years.
In what ways has COVID-19 impacted your work routine?
I’m doing 90 per cent of my work from home, so more online work with
clients. Though I’m not in an office setting, I feel I’ve been more productive working from home, with less sick time and less stress.
What have been some of the challenges you’ve faced in your job as a
result of COVID-19? Being able to get office items to use. I paid for my
own while others have been allowed to take items home to use. I need a
specific chair and I’m not allowed to bring it home.
In what ways has COVID-19 impacted your outside-of-work life?
Restrictions on activities with no real end in sight. Mental health issues
and feeling isolated. Positives have been more time with family who are
immune compromised, more comfort at home, ability to turn off work
when the day ends. This is a change from before COVID-19 where I
couldn’t turn off work emails at all times, even when not at work. Better
work life balance now.
What positive has come into your life during this period of time?
More family togetherness, less sick or stress days, life has slowed down
and more understanding of what is needed and less about wanted. I have
also increased my online shopping.
What do you look forward to doing most once we’re clear of COVID-19?
Going to more equine competitions, and more large family barbecues.

Kirsten Albrighton, Coquitlam, Component 4
Social worker, with provincial health services authority/forensic psychiatric
hospital for 11 years.
What have been some of the challenges you’ve faced in your job as a result
of COVID-19?
As a social worker at the Forensic Psychiatric Hospital, my role is to facilitate discharge planning for individuals who have been found not criminally responsible
due to mental disorder by the courts. This process involves several stakeholders
and includes transitioning care to the forensic outpatient clinics in the community.
The size of the meeting rooms available do not provide adequate space for social
distancing for several people (psychiatrists, social workers and nurses), and the
employer has not provided us with sufficient tools such as phone lines or training
for zoom or other online platforms to do our jobs during a pandemic. Organizing
meetings with pandemic procedures in mind takes up a large amount of my days.
In what ways has COVID-19 impacted your outside-of-work life?
Because we live with my mother-in-law, we decided to delay our daughter
entering kindergarten this year. We wanted to see if the rates of community
transmission increased. They have not, and we have begun the transition to
school. We’ve learned to regret this, as many relationships between the kids
have already formed and our shy five-year old is having an extremely difficult
time finding her people.
What, if anything, positive has come into your life during this period of
time?
My husband has always been jealous of the amount of time I am able to spend
with our kids, aged two and five. He’s a self-employed contractor/carpenter
and during the lockdown phase of the pandemic in the spring, he was able to
collect the CERB and stay home with our kids, as our daycare was also closed.
They have the most amazing treehouse they could have ever imagined in the
backyard now, and dad was able to spend a lot of quality time with his kids.
What do you look forward to doing most once we’re clear of COVID-19?
Kissing my mom without fear.
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Ana Lilia Canessa, Surrey,
Component 04
Resident Care Attendant, with Well Being
Services –Guildford Seniors Village for nine years
In what ways has COVID-19 impacted your work
routine?
It has impacted my work routine tremendously.
We have. to go to work early because we can't
wear our uniforms going to work. We have
to wear our street clothes and change our
uniforms there, and the same as after work.
We have to check our temperature twice in one
shift. Washing and sanitizing our hands often.
Also, I'm always observant of any symptoms with
my co-workers and the residents. If someone is
coughing or sneezing, I always report it to the
nurse. During the first wave, we served the
food and drinks to the residents in their rooms
because they were quarantined. Lots of work
and it's very hard but we carry on because the
residents are depending on us.
What have been some of the challenges you've
faced in your job as a result of COVID-19?
It is really hard to talk to the residents with a mask
on. Some of them have a hearing problem, and
no hearing aide, so they don't understand what
I'm saying sometimes. They’ll say to me, “I can't
read your lips." Also, when giving the sanitizer to
them before dinner, some of them will ask why
I'm giving them the sanitizer. Some are aware

Darcy Lindberg, Victoria, Component 12
Intake administrator with Ministry of Citizens’
Services, Data Systems & Services Branch for
less than one year.
In what ways has COVID-19 impacted your work
routine?
For the first five months of COVID-19, I was
working at the end of the dining room table.
Even with an office chair, the ergonomics
were far from ideal. Being given the chance
to return to the office with safety measures
in place was a great option for me, especially
given that my new office is walking distance
from home. What has been most challenging
during COVID-19 for everyone, whether in the
office or at home, is the increase in screen
time. Given that all inter-personal interactions
are via our computers now where previously
these same interactions would have been done
by standing and walking over to a colleague’s
desk, booking a meeting room, etc., means
that eye strain due to screen time, and health
issues due to longer periods of sitting in the
same position have really become noticeable.
It has never been so important to be vigilant
about taking micro-breaks.
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of COVID-19 and some are not because of their
Alzheimer's. One time after I put the sanitizer
in on a resident’s hands she asked me, "Do I lick
it now?" so I have to be quick and answer right
away, "Oh no, rub your both hands together to kill
the virus." It’s also a challenge to making sure we
have all PPE supplies available.
It is also really difficult to see and hear the residents looking for their families. I saw my 100
years old resident visited by her niece thru intercom with glass in between them. They both were
crying, they both wanted to touch or hug but
because of the COVID-19 they can't. The human
contact is lost, which is heart breaking to watch.
Family are limited to visit and can't touch their
love ones because if they do, we have to quarantine them for 14 days.
In what ways has COVID-19 impacted your
outside-of-work life?
Outside of my work life, everything has changed,
you always have to be thinking of precautions.
Not meeting my family and friends, just talking
on the phone or Facebook and messenger. I miss
the hugging and human contact with them. When
seeing a doctor or doing a laboratory test, I have
to make an appointment online now too.
What positive has come into your life during
this period of time?
The hardship that I experienced in life has made
me feel I can carry on my life with my husband.
Really, my life is full of blessings of family and my
What have been some of the challenges you’ve
faced in your job as a result of COVID-19?
I transitioned into a new position during
COVID-19. What has become so clear to me is
the degree to which in-person connections with
team members, supervisors, and stakeholders
dramatically increases the flow of knowledge and
information. Not being able to organically find
a moment of a colleague’s time to clarify even
small details can really affect capacity levels.
Developing strategies to mitigate this has been
an essential part of working during COVID-19.
In what ways has COVID-19 impacted your
outside-of-work life?
On the plus side, I have learned just how much
of my pay cheque used to go to coffees and
snacks. As an extrovert, it has been extremely
challenging to go without social engagement
on a regular basis. It has been a tough seven
months and the winter looks to be an even tougher time. The silver lining is that money saved on
coffees means I could buy a Nintendo Switch,
which will open up opportunities to engage
with friends remotely this winter. Zoom get-togethers have been another great way to ensure
myself and others keep that sense of connection and community.
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work. I have to focus myself with my family and
my work. As a shop steward, I am lucky to help
my co-workers negotiate with the management
and I feel accomplished with everything I do. For
that, I'm thankful to God for being healthy and I
focus myself into a positive way. There's lots of
things to do instead of focusing on the COVID-19.
The pandemic has also brought into focus how
LIFE IS SO PRECIOUS. One day at a time, we can
beat this COVID-19. And I always pray for healing
to everyone.
What do you look forward to doing most once
we’re clear of COVID-19?
Once we are clear of COVID-19, I am looking
forward to retirement. My husband retired 7 years
ago, and he's waiting for me to watch the sunset
on the beach in the Philippines and celebrate our
25th Wedding Anniversary.
What do you look forward to doing most once
we’re clear of COVID-19?
Concerts and live events. Markets. Coffee shops.
Stress-free visiting with friends and loved ones.

MEMBER STORIES

Jason Singh, Vancouver, Component 12
Major trial legal assistant, with Ministry of
Attorney General, B.C. Prosecution Service
for 13 years.
In what ways has COVID-19 impacted your
work routine?
As I currently travel to work on alternate days,
I pretty much have to unplug my work laptop
and related equipment and carry it around
and set it up every day. It’s an extra hassle,
as I take public transit to work. I liked the
mundane routine of commuting to and from
the office daily, but this is now disrupted. My
fitness level has taken a nosedive – as I get
to walk a lot at during the days I am at work,
which I don’t get to do when working at home.
The work from home area is less-than-optimal
regarding ergonomics, so this is also not great
for my comfort.
What have been some of the challenges
you’ve faced in your job as a result of
COVID-19?
The biggest challenge is that all the staff
have had to share tasks since certain aspects
of our work can only be performed in the office (getting subpoenas signed, printing and
binding exhibits and books of authorities for
court, etc.). This is very disruptive to everyone’s work schedules and causes unexpected
increases in workload, and a huge amount

Dzifa Dododza, Surrey, Component 03
Senior Residential Support Worker,
with Elizabeth Fry Society for eight years.
In what ways has COVID-19 impacted your
work routine?
I think COVID 19 has brought more awareness
around cleanliness at my workspace. When I
come to work one of the first things I do is disinfect my workstation and high touch surfaces
within the office. Then I have my temperature
taken and recorded by my colleague. Ten
during the day I disinfect all the surfaces within
the shelter. These are new measures that were
put in place after COVID 19, before then I would
come into work and check my e-mails and read
the notes from the previous shift and start my
shift.
What have been some of the challenges you've
faced in your job as a result of COVID-19?
One of the challenges I have faced is trying to
explain to some of our residents the importance
of social distancing and wearing a mask when
they are in the shelter. Some of the residents
don’t take the possible spread of COVID- 19
very seriously so for example they will enter
the kitchen while another resident is there-

of stress. On the days when it is our turn in
the office, we often end up getting to do everyone else’s office work that they can’t do
from home. Sometimes our own tasks get put
on the back burner, or don’t get done at all.
Uploading massive e-files to our shared drive
is impossible to do over the VPN – and so we
have to bother whomever is in the office that
day to stop their work and get our material
uploaded. While working from home, making
phone calls on sensitive matters is a challenge. I have had to ask my wife and son to
leave our small basement suite and go out and
walk/play because I do not want them to hear
the content. The trials that were adjourned at
the beginning of the lockdown are now getting
back in court, and this is causing a rather large
spike in our workload.
What, if anything, positive has come into
your life during this period of time?
Definitely, trying to see the humour in all
these difficult times. For example, following
physical distancing rules in the narrow corridors at work is akin to playing giant games
of Pac-Man and Cooties. Also, I finally have an
office cat. I had been joking for years about
getting one, and when I work from home, my
cat usually sleeps next to me curled up in a
laundry basket. This lowers stress levels and
gets him to purr loudly every now and then.
He’s like an emotional support cat.

and the kitchen is a small confined space. Or
they won’t wear a mask while they are in the
common areas of the shelter so staff have
to be reminding them to wear a mask. I think
because we work in their living space it’s hard
for residents to understand the importance of
maintain social distancing and mask wearing
even in your own living space. Because most of
us don’t social distance or wear mask when we
are in our own homes.
In what ways has COVID-19 impacted your
outside-of-work life?
My outside-of-work life has been reduced to
home and grocery shopping; normally I would
go out for dinner with friends or go out to see
a movie, but with COVID all that has come to
end. I had been looking forward to going to the
Vancouver Christmas Market this year but it’s
been cancelled due to COVID.
What positive has come into your life during
this period of time?
The positive would be that I make more of
an effort to check in with family and see how
they’re doing. Even though we can’t see each
other I end up communicating with them more
often on the phone.

What do you look forward to doing most once
we’re clear of COVID-19?
I look forward to being able to socialise with
friends and go to various festivals and festivities in the city.
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Marla Taylor

Evelyn Danforth

Shelley Payette

Marla Taylor, Sparwood, Component 5

Mary Fleming, Sparwood, Component 5

Manager, with BC Liquor Stores for 35 years.

Sales associate, with BC Liquor Stores for 20 years.

In what ways has COVID-19 impacted your work routine?
Maintaining six feet of space between myself, co-workers, customers, and
delivery personnel. The office workplace is small. More sanitizing, which
impacts me doing other tasks. Trying to stay healthy and safe.

In what ways has COVID-19 impacted your work routine?
My work routine hasn’t changed much. The only new thing is the sparkle
and shine we do every two hours to keep ourselves and our customers safe.

What have been some of the challenges you’ve faced in your job as a
result of COVID-19?
Keeping surfaces clean this takes time away from completing other tasks.
In what ways has COVID-19 impacted your outside-of-work life?
I have limited my time spent with family and friends due to my exposure to many people during my workday. I want to keep my family
safe. I’m spending more time alone, which I find frustrating at times.
I don’t go shopping outside of town unless necessary. I don’t eat in
restaurants anymore - I order take-out from time to time, but it’s not
the same.
What do you look forward to doing most once we’re clear of COVID-19?
Visiting family and friends and socializing when I know I won’t pass on or
catch COVID-19.
We, as LDB employees, are doing our best to stay safe at the workplace.
We still have a positive workplace attitude, which is key to navigating this
unique experience.

What have been some of the challenges you’ve faced in your job as a
result of COVID-19?
Our store has been crazy busy since the pandemic started. At the beginning, we had a lot of panicked shoppers, but this has eased off a bit. We’ve
had the challenges of trying to provide good customer service while
maintaining physical distance. Not always easy, but we manage. People
not being able to bring empty returns for a few months was great. There’s
no bottle depot in Sparwood, so we’d get a ton of empties. Without this,
we have more time to spend with the customers or catching up on stocking shelves, etc.
In what ways has COVID-19 impacted your outside-of-work life?
At the beginning, the worst part was not being able to get a haircut for
three months. Both my mother and mother-in-law live in senior complexes, so not being able to see them was very difficult. I also had a threeweek trip to Europe planned for late March and had to cancel it.
What do you look forward to doing most once we’re clear of COVID-19?
Travel. I live in a great town where everyone supports each other. Our
liquor store has such a great working environment. My coworkers are my
second family, and I’m grateful every day that I have them in my life.

Evelyn Danforth, Sparwood, Component 5

Shelley Payette, Sparwood, Component 5

Sales associate, with BC Liquor Stores for six years.

Sales associate, with BC Liquor Stores for three years.

In what ways has COVID-19 impacted your work routine?
Awareness of sanitizing, and increased sales are keeping us extremely
busy.

In what ways has COVID-19 impacted your work routine?
Keeping work area sanitized on a regular rotation, much more aware of
interaction with customers, and keeping yourself sanitized at all times.

What have been some of the challenges you’ve faced in your job as a
result of COVID-19?
Trying not to worry about contracting the virus.

What have been some of the challenges you’ve faced in your job as a
result of COVID-19?
Maintaining the social distancing, bottle returns, having them clean and
organized when they arrive here.

In what ways has COVID-19 impacted your outside-of-work life?
Social distancing from family is difficult especially when you have young
grandchildren.
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Mary Fleming

In what ways has COVID-19 impacted your outside-of-work life?
Washing our uniforms daily to have them ready for the next day.

What, if anything, positive has come into your life during this period
of time?
Being thankful.

What, if anything, positive has come into your life during this period
of time?
More work hours.

What do you look forward to doing most once we’re clear of COVID-19?
Travel to Mexico.

What do you look forward to doing most once we’re clear of COVID-19?
Hopefully to travel outside of Canada once again.
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When we think of our universal health care
system, it is as much a part of Canadian identity as hockey and maple syrup. In fact, many
consider it to be one of Canada’s greatest
achievements. So when for-profit Cambie Surgery Centre CEO Brian Day took up his fight to
privatize health care, it struck at the core of a
defining characteristic of our identity.
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This fall, Canadians celebrated a historic
victory for public health care when the B.C.
Supreme Court rejected Day’s constitutional
challenge.

The legal battle, which
spanned over a decade,
was the most notorious
and serious legal attack
that our public health care
system has ever faced.
For years, the B.C. Health Coalition – of which
the BCGEU has been a long-time member –
fought against Day’s case through campaigns,
rallies and court appearances as an official
intervenor to the case. This hard work was
critical not just fighting back, but letting the
public know what was at stake and how they
could help.
All Canadians are covered by public health
care. This means that we all can get basic
treatment and care, regardless of how much
money we have. Under current law, extra-billing by doctors is prohibited and private
insurance companies are not allowed to sell
insurance for publicly covered services.
If Brian Day got his way, the implications for
our country would be profound. Canada would
move to an American-style two-tier health
care system with parallel private providers and
insurance. Doctors could charge patients unlimited amounts for procedures and services,
from routine check-ups to surgeries. Fair and
equitable access to health care for all was
under threat.

Privatized health care would result in many
Canadians facing financial barriers to health
care and many would have to wait longer for
treatment. Meanwhile, the wealthy could pay
to jump ahead in line. As Justice Steeves
wrote in his landmark decision, “Equity is at
the heart of a universally based system of
healthcare… Private health care predominantly benefits the wealthy and healthy.”
Canada’s current public health emergency
caused by the pandemic has highlighted just
how valuable our public health care system is.
Now, more than ever, public health care must
be strengthened and protected.
In Justice Steeves’ decision, he concluded
“there is clear evidence that wait times would
not improve with the introduction of duplicative private health care in British Columbia.”

Evidence from around the world has clearly
shown that for-profit health care drains resources from the public system, and that waits
are still a problem in countries that allow
private pay.
“We are thrilled that access to health care
will continue to be based on need and not on
ability to pay,” said Stephanie Smith, BCGEU
President. “Through the BC Health Coalition,
our union was able to bring key evidence
before the court in this case in order to help
defend Canadian public health care.”
Smith added: “Although we can celebrate this
victory, it does not mean we can sit back and
rest on our laurels. Brian Day has made it clear
that he intends to take this legal challenge all
the way to the Supreme Court of Canada. This
battle is far from over.”
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IT’S TIME TO STABILIZE
THE HOME SUPPORT SECTOR
When life as usual
came to a standstill in
the first weeks of the
COVID-19 pandemic,
vulnerable seniors
receiving home care
knew their community
health worker (CHW)
would still be on
their way.
Each day CHWs criss-cross our neighbourhoods to provide care to thousands of seniors
who are still living independently – but need
some extra assistance.
As Florentina Kelly, a CHW and 1st vice of
local 803, recalled: “People were a bit scared
in the beginning. Some clients and families
cancelled their services out of fear at first. But
once safety protocols and personal protective
equipment were put in place by the health
authorities, our schedules filled back up and
our clients were happy to see us.”
About 40,000 seniors count on home support
services each year. This includes assistance
with the activities of daily living like personal
care, dressing, bathing, meal preparation and
exercise. Duties like giving medication, cleaning
and re-bandaging wounds or just providing company when a client’s family member requires a
few hours of respite are also part of the job.
Through the professionalism and diligence of
CHWs like Florentina, as well as the fact that
clients live in their own residences, the virus
has not been able to spread to seniors receiving care at a home like those in long-term care
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facilities. In fact, staying at home has been the
best way for seniors to protect themselves
from COVID-19.
Yet, while the crisis in long-term care has
rightly been in the spotlight these last months,
the pandemic has also proven how important
it is to strengthen and expand the home support system too – starting with guaranteed
hours for workers.
“Community health workers have regular
positions, but the problem is we don’t have
guaranteed paid hours,” Florentina continued.
“That means if there are gaps between client
visits, we have to sit waiting in our cars off the
clock. We go to work for the day, but too often
we aren’t paid for a full day’s work.”
Without guaranteed hours, many CHWs have
no choice but to work additional jobs to make
ends meet. This was also the case for workers
in long-term care which, as we know, created
the ideal conditions for the virus. Solving this
problem required decisive action by the multiple worksites and they continue to take steps
to improve working conditions inside facilities.
As well, the provincial government restricted
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aides’ work to a single worksite and topped up
wages to make this financially feasible.
CHWs are happy to see these changes, but
they’d like to see government take similar action to improve the home support sector too.
After all, home support is a critical piece of
the puzzle when it comes to building a high
quality and accessible seniors’ care system.
It enables seniors to stay at home longer and
takes pressure off the demand for expensive
long-term care. But to do this, the home support workforce must be stabilized by guaranteeing paid hours.
Good wages, guaranteed hours and strong labour rights will be the foundation of restored
seniors’ care. A system that provides dignified
care – in long-term care and in the community
through home support – to an ever-growing
seniors population.
As the lead union in the home support sector,
our union will continue working together to
make sure CHWs get the recognition and job
stability they deserve for being a critical lifeline to so many in our communities.

CONVENTION 2021

WHAT’S THE DEAL WITH CONVENTION?
Whether it’s at a local
meeting, or in a group
chat - chances are
you’ve heard about
BCGEU convention
by now. But, for the
uninitiated here’s what
everyone’s talking
about: convention is the
biggest, most important
decision-making event
in your union.
Democratic decision making by union members is always front and centre in your union,
and nowhere is that more obvious than at
convention. Time to change the union logo?
That requires a convention vote. Think there
should be a formal mentorship program for
young workers? Convention vote. Want your
union to support a charitable cause or social
justice struggle – yep, that’s a convention vote.
Whether members want to start a new campaign,

elect new union leadership, or tweak the rules that
govern our union, they all happen at convention.

When is convention?
Once every three years members from every
BCGEU local across the province elect their
representatives to convention. They’re called
delegates – and the number of delegates is
roughly proportional to the number of members in their local. The election of convention
delegates will take place in early 2021, so keep
an eye out for notices from your union letting
you know about them.
Being a delegate is an important job, and you
have a big responsibility to act in the best interest of the hundreds of other workers, just like
you. Delegates vote at convention on many
different things, that, when put together,
directly affect the path of the union over the
following three years.
Of course, the biggest of them all is the election of the leadership team. The president, the
treasurer, and four executive vice presidents
are elected by secret ballot. As a delegate you
get a firsthand chance to meet the candidates
and grill them with questions about what their
vision is for your union.
Delegates also debate and decide on fundamental changes to the union’s constitution and
policy documents. All members can propose
resolutions to convention through their union
local, but only delegates can debate and vote
on whether to accept them or not. Any reso-

lution that is passed at convention must be
carried out by the union’s staff and leadership
team as directed by the membership.

Why should I go?
Convention is an exciting opportunity to meet
other interesting BCGEU members from across
the province.
Conversations with the new people you meet
at convention can be the spark for organizing
across different sectors of the economy in
your community. It could be a chance to create
a new group chat for activists in your community, you could make a new lifelong friend, or
even lay the foundation for getting a policy
resolution passed at the next convention.
Being a delegate to a BCGEU convention is an
important responsibility that carries forward
a decades-long tradition of union democracy.
But it can also be a lot of fun, it’s why so many
people want to go, and keep coming back.
If you have never attended convention before,
speak to your local chairperson for more information about how to get involved. For those attending their first convention, there is a new delegate
orientation session on the first day, as well as
resources to help you prepare to be the strongest
advocate for your constituents possible.
Our union is only as strong as the will of the
members to engage in democracy, so don’t let a
lack of previous experience be a barrier to your
coming to convention. We hope to see many
new faces at convention this year.
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GUIDELINES FOR FULL-TIME OFFICER
AND EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENTIAL
CANDIDATES’ ELECTION CAMPAIGNS
POLICY H-10
1.

No funds or assistance in kind will be contributed from the union,
components, locals or cross component committees other than that
specified in the guidelines.
There will be no component hospitality suites during convention.

2.

Declared candidates will have an opportunity to have a picture and a
personal statement of no more than 1,000 words in a special election
issue of The Provincial. Declared candidates will have an opportunity to
have a picture and a personal statement of no more than 1,000 words on
the BCGEU website. Appropriate notices to potential candidates will be
announced in The Provincial and on the website. Information regarding
how members declare their candidacy, as well as the guidelines in this
policy, will be provided to members on the website and in the last issue
of The Provincial in the year preceding the Constitutional Convention
and again in the March issue of the convention year.

3.

Following The Provincial deadline as set for the personal statements by
candidates for either full-time officer, or for the executive vice-president
positions, the president will notify the provincial executive and the cross
component committee chairs of the declared candidates and the offices
they seek. Within ten days of that notice, the date for webcast(s) will be
announced by union headquarters to include declared candidates for
full-time officer and executive vice-president positions. The webcast(s)
will be chaired by a person agreed to by all candidates.
Leave of absence and travel expenses for declared candidates only
will be paid by union headquarters. Administrative assistance for the
scheduling and conduct of the all-candidates' webcast(s) will be provided by the union.

4.

5.

6.
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No money is to be solicited or accepted from outside organizations or
any sources external to the Union.

9.

Within 60 days after the convention, a statement of campaign expenditures will be submitted by each candidate to the provincial executive.
Candidates will be asked to use the electronic form available from the
finance department.

10.

There shall be no staff involvement in the political process. If there are
any allegations of staff interference, the complaint should be made in
writing to the president who will initiate due process and take action if
warranted.
Elected members shall not initiate involvement of staff in the political
process. Should staff have complaints, they shall make them in writing
to the appropriate director who will refer them to the president for due
process and action if warranted.
Staff will be advised by the president of each candidate at the time that
they announce their candidacy.

11.

No candidate shall produce or make statements that will bring disrepute
on the union, other candidates or its members.

12.

Campaigns will be kept internal and candidates will not seek out the
media as a means of communicating with the membership or have the
media present at all candidate meetings, nor will outside endorsements
be permitted for a specific position.

13.

During convention, the following rules will apply:

If components wish to invite declared candidates for full-time officer
and executive vice-president positions to address a component executive meeting, or a component caucus at convention, they must invite all
candidates who have declared their candidacy for the same position in
The Provincial candidate statement issue, and pay related expenses.
Local executive and convention delegates' mailing addresses, telephone
and email addresses will be given to candidates for the exclusive purpose of the election campaign and candidates will be asked to sign a
statement to that effect.
Photocopying at BCGEU offices will be available for candidates to a
maximum of 2,000 copies, double-sided in black and white. Copying will
be done by union support staff.
Envelopes, labels and postage will be provided by the union for one
all-delegate mailing by the candidate. If the candidate desires, support
staff may run the envelopes through the union’s postage meter. Such
requests, as well as requests for photocopying, will be made through a
servicing staff representative.

7.

8.

Campaign expenditures by each candidate are not to exceed $2,250
in cash or in-kind contributions (value of material goods provided), in
addition to those provided for in points 3, and 6. All claims must be
receipted. In-kind contributions are counted as expenses and must be
accompanied by a statement confirming fair market value. Candidates
shall be reimbursed for $750 of the $2,250 maximum expenditure.
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(a)

No posters in the hall will be permitted. Posters to be posted outside the hall will be dealt with by the sergeant-at-arms committee.

(b)

Buttons and leaflets must be distributed outside the hall.

(c)

Equipment will be provided for candidates by union headquarters
for display of electronic campaign material outside the hall.

(d)

Honoured guests as appointed by the president will form the balloting committee.

(e)

Each candidate can appoint up to two scrutineers for the ballot
count.

(f)

The president will request an honoured guest or life member to
chair the elections.

(g)

Candidates will have a total of five minutes to address voting delegates from the convention stage. Nominators will speak from the
floor and limit their remarks to nominate their candidate. Should
the candidate wish their nominator to speak for them, the nominator will have the opportunity to do so later, after the nomination
is accepted, from the convention stage.

14.

Any campaign materials that are accessible by the general public (e.g.
websites) or produced for distribution at convention, must include the
following statement: “This is a publication of (name), candidate for
office at the BCGEU convention. It is not an official publication of the
BCGEU. Views expressed are those of the candidate”. No campaign
materials will use the BCGEU logo.

15.

A candidate workshop will be provided for declared candidates prior to
the candidate webcast(s).

CONVENTION 2021

BCGEU LEARNING

NEW POLICY ASSOCIATED
WITH SELECTION OF
UNION DELEGATES
POLICY D-12
Your union recently developed a new policy (D-12) that applies to the election of young worker, equity, and bargaining council delegates to BCGEU
triennial conventions. Highlights of the policy are summarized below:
When a component is entitled to elect four equity and bargaining council
delegates to convention, it will decide on the composition of those delegates with the following provision: at least one delegate must come from
an equity group and one delegate must come from a bargaining council.
Young Worker Delegates
Young workers are BCGEU members aged 29 or younger. BCGEU members
who are young workers will receive an email from your union explaining
young worker delegate election procedures. The email will contain a link
where members can nominate themselves or other young workers, submit bios and photos if they wish to stand for election, and vote.
Equity Delegates
Components must elect equity delegates to convention. BCGEU members
will receive an email from your union explaining the equity member delegate election procedures. The email will contain a link where members
can self-identify as an equity member, nominate themselves or other
equity members, submit bios and photos if they wish to stand for election, and vote. The email and/or linked page will explain that information
provided will be stored in a secure database that is not widely shared.
Bargaining Council Delegates
Where a component is entitled to a bargaining council delegate and
has only one bargaining council, the chair will have the right to attend
convention as a delegate.
Where there is more than one bargaining council, elections will be required to select a delegate or delegates. In this case, your union will
send an email to members who sit on relevant bargaining councils. It
will explain that members who sit on bargaining councils are eligible
to stand for election. The email will include a link where members can
nominate themselves or other bargaining council members, and submit
bios and photos if they wish to stand for election, and vote.

Running for one of the executive offices?
Members should declare their candidacy to
candidate.liaison@bcgeu.ca

STEWARD BASICS
WEBINAR
Hey stewards! We want you to know that BCGEU Learning is working hard
to make sure you’ve got what you need to support members during the
pandemic. Although we can’t be together face-to-face right now, we can
connect online. Our new Zoom-based Steward Basics online webinar has
the information and tools you need to get started in the role.
Whether you’re a new steward or a seasoned steward seeking a refresher,
Steward Basics offers the foundation needed to get through this difficult
and challenging time.
Connection is so important for all of us right now, and through Steward
Basics you’ll get to chat with other stewards, connect with a staff rep
and meet one of our fabulous member facilitators who are also stewards
in their own worksites. You’ll leave with tips and strategies for being
an effective steward and managing a grievance. You’ll also receive our
series of informative and updated steward tip sheets for webinar participants. Since attending this webinar does not replace our face-to-face
workshops, you’ll still get to attend our in-person STEP UP! and Steward
Fundamentals courses once the pandemic has passed.  
The online webinar piloted over the spring and summer to good feedback
from the attendees. After a quick refresh, it’s now ready for delivery in
all areas of the province. You can make a request for the training at your
area office if you’ve not yet had a chance to attend.
Steward Basics marks the start of a new series of webinars to meet activists’ and members’ needs during COVID. We’re adapting some existing
workshops and developing new ones for online learning including the upcoming orientations for Grievance Assessment Committees and Labour
Councils, all via Zoom.

The deadline for declared candidates to submit a biography and
high-resolution head and shoulders photo for publication in the Spring
2021 issue of The Provincial is: Wednesday, February 17, 2021.

And there’s much more to come! This spring a new equity and human rights
focused online workshop, Solidarity Across Difference, will introduce the
foundational elements of anti-racism work by encouraging us all to build
on our understanding of solidarity, and how diverse voices, experiences,
and stories, can contribute in a positive way to get things done as a union.
As well, our new Joint Labour/management Committee Training will be
delivered over 6 hours through a variety of online modules.

Please email materials to:
convention2021@bcgeu.ca

As always, BCGEU Learning looks forward to your feedback should you
want to contact us directly at learning@bcgeu.ca.

Any declarations made for Convention 2020
must be made again for Convention 2021.

We hope to see you online soon!
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NEW BOOK RECOUNTS
WORKER-LED OCCUPATION
AT TRANQUILLE
“de-institutionalization” was that supportive
services would be replaced with community-based care models. Our union supported this
new approach. But, in July of 1983, Bill Bennet’s
Social Credit government imposed massive
budget cuts. This sparked the launch of Operation Solidarity – a coalition between labour and
community groups across the province to fight
this agenda.

BCGEU members
have always stood
in solidarity with the
communities we
serve - especially when
government cuts have
threatened to hurt
people.

For Tranquille workers, the cuts meant that
their facility – home to 325 residents and 600
staff – would be closing at the end of the year
without any community care plan for residents.
Furthermore, provisions of the collective agreement like options for severance and alternative
job placement were off the table.
Gary Steeves was sent to Kamloops to deliver
the dire news to Tranquille workers. He ended up staying for longer than expected: staff
decided to fight back by staging a dramatic
takeover and occupation of the facility.

A new book by retired BCGEU staff Gary
Steeves, “Tranquility Lost”, provides a dramatic
first-hand account of BCGEU members at Tranquille, a Kamloops mental health facility, who
took direct action when budget cuts threatened
the lives of vulnerable residents.

The workers notified management that they
would not be welcome on the property. They
put up signs declaring that the facility was
“Under New Management”. Sentries guarded
entrances. Next, they established a workers’
council with representatives from every department to coordinate running the facility
themselves. Their collective knowledge of how
to run the facility effectively led them to realize that, in fact, management was not needed.

In the early 1980s, governments were phasing
out institutions like Tranquille. The promise of

“Tranquility Lost”, chronicles of how the workers went about organizing, strategizing, and

demonstrating incredible solidarity over the
following weeks – amidst the tense backdrop
of province-wide upheaval. Decades later, this
action continues to inspire BCGEU members.
“What the workers did at Tranquille is a concrete
example of how members are the union. Our
strength comes from collective direct action,”
said Executive Vice President Kari Michaels.
“The lesson is clear: when united, all 80,000 of
us could collectively run our worksites without
the employers getting in our way.”
Members voted to end the occupation on
the 22nd day, when the government finally
agreed to key demands. This included a joint
committee - with union representation- to plan
for the future needs of Tranquille residents. The
government also promised that the collective
agreement would be honoured and workers
would not be disciplined for the occupation.
“The occupation is a story of what happens
when people who have long advocated and
fought for others advocate and fight for
themselves, and how those two things are inextricably intertwined,” said BCGEU president
Stephanie Smith. “The lessons learned from the
collective action at Tranquille are baked into
our union’s DNA, where social justice combines
with worker power to affect positive change.”
Steeves’ book, “Tranquility Lost” is
available now at bcgeu.ca/tranquille
& harbourpublishing.com
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